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SUMMARY
The objective of this dissertation is to propose the cross-layer spectrum man-
agement architecture for white space applications that improves the main functions
of the spectrum management: spectrum sensing, spectrum decision, spectrum shar-
ing and spectrum mobility. In addition, the objective is to propose specific methods
that aim to assist white space devices (WSDs) to achieve a higher accuracy of spec-
trum sensing, smart spectrum decision, interoperable spectrum sharing, and effective
spectrum mobility.
This dissertation proposes the cross-layer spectrum management framework for
white space applications that enables white space network devices such as WSDs and
a spectrum map server to cooperate to build a dynamic spectrum map that provides
not only a location-based list of available white space channels but also the channel
occupancy-status, either occupied or unoccupied. The newly-joining WSDs with the
extended spectrum map can avoid unnecessary spectrum sensing against the channels
that are marked as unoccupied, which results in decreasing not only the possibility
of causing interference to neighboring WSDs but also the total spectrum sensing
time that WSDs spend to sense all channels listed in the retrieved spectrum map.
In addition, for a faster retrieval of the extended spectrum map, this dissertation
proposes extending the role of the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)
server that provides the extended spectrum map retrieved from the spectrum map
server in advance during establishing the Internet connection through the licensed or
unlicensed wireless networks. The early retrieval of the spectrum map contributes to
a faster attachment to white space networks than the case of retrieving the spectrum
map after the setup of the licensed or unlicensed wireless networks. Decrease in the
xiii
establishment time to white space networks after all contributes to increase in the
capacity of white space channels since WSDs can release their operating channel early
as much as the decreased time in the network establishment.
Along with the optimization of the target list for spectrum sensing, to increase
the detection capability of spectrum sensing methods, this dissertation suggests the
frequency-domain coexistence beacon (FCB) that is allotted to the same location
of the DTV pilot as the pilot of WSDs. As we have a higher signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of the DTV pilot than that of the total bandwidth of one channel, using
the FCB as a new transceiver framework, we can achieve a better detection of the
signals of neighboring WSDs at a rather low SNR compared to other spectrum sensing
methods while we can implement the FCB at a low cost by adopting the DTV pilot
detector. In addition, the FCB can broadcast channel information of channel bonding
or aggregation so that the FCB has a further contribution in shortening the total
spectrum sensing time and increasing the total capacity of white space channels.
However, the cross-layer spectrum management and the FCB are dedicated on
assisting WSDs to search unoccupied channels effectively and quickly with the as-
sumption that they have unoccupied channels. Thus, in the dissertation, we propose
the inter-cell transmit power adaptation(ITPA) as a collaboration-based spectrum
sharing framework when newly-joining WSDs or any WSDs in need of their new
operating channel fail to find unoccupied channels. Using the ITPA-base spectrum
sharing, WSDs, which failed to search their operating channel, can afford to find
shareable channels among the channels belonging to neighboring WSDs and negoti-
ate the adjustment of their transmit power in a cooperative way. In the ITPA-based
spectrum sharing, the spectrum map server acts as the intermediator to support the
ITPA negotiation between homogeneous and/or heterogenous WSDs.The ITAP-based
spectrum sensing contributes to accommodating more WSDs that after all increase
the utilization of white space channels.
xiv
The proposed cross-layer spectrum management framework consists of the ex-
tended spectrum map, the faster retrieval of the spectrum map, the FCB, and the
ITPA, which all contribute to improvement in spectrum sensing, spectrum decision,




In November 2008, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) [17] released the
rules of white space, locally unused TV spectrum, stating that unlicensed devices that
will not interfere with incumbent users can use white space for wireless broadband
Internet access. In addition, in September 2010 [18], the FCC approved use of white
spaces for unlicensed data, the so-called “Super WiFi” proposal. The FCC rules and
approvals mainly focus on providing the guidelines that protect incumbent users such
as TV broadcasting and wireless microphone service from the access of unlicensed
devices, so-called ”white space devices (WSDs).”For the protection of incumbent
users, with spectrum sensing techniques, WSDs attempts to detect the presence of
incumbent users and then avoid selecting their operating channel among any channels
where they detect the signals of incumbent users. After they succeed in finding
and occupying unused or unoccupied channel through spectrum sensing, they start
transmitting their signals on the channel.
However, all activated WSDs during their activation time continue to conduct
spectrum sensing periodically and/or manually to detect not only the signals of in-
cumbent users but also the signals of their neighboring WSDs. Thus, they conduct
periodically spectrum sensing against not only their operating channel but also other
white space channels. Sensing their operating channel aims to detect a sudden appear-
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Figure 1: The example of the spectrum map management
they should immediately switch over to another unused channel. Meanwhile, the
objective of sensing other white space channels periodically is to find any potential
backup channels that the WSDs can use as their new operating channel because of
either detecting incumbent users or suffering from performance degradation on their
current operating channel for a certain time.
This unique characteristic as previously described, concerning the coexistence be-
tween incumbent users and WSDs, requires WSDs that have an ability to adapt to the
dynamic changes of wireless environments, and cognitive radio technology is believed
to be a right solution to enable them to change their transmission and receiver parame-
ters precisely not to cause interference with incumbent users and/or their neighboring
WSDs. In cognitive radio, to manage transmission and reception changes properly,
the spectrum management consists of four major functions: spectrum sensing, spec-
trum decision, spectrum sharing and spectrum mobility [24]. Figure 1 depicts the
example of the extent to which four functions work. At label (a), a newly-joining
WSD starts transmitting their signals on one white space channel that is marked as
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unoccupied according to the results of spectrum sensing. Throughout its activation
time, it continues to conduct spectrum sensing to prepare any chance of switching
their operating channel like the case as depicted in label (b). In the case of a sud-
den presence of incumbent users, it will conduct spectrum decision for the optimal
decision of its new operating channel among candidates, and spectrum mobility for
seamless channel migration. Then, it restarts transmitting their signals on its new op-
erating channel as depicted in label (c) or (e). As illustrated in (d) label, it continues
to perform spectrum sensing to monitor which white space channels are unoccupied
and then to register them as candidate channels for spectrum mobility. However, if
another newly-joining WSD can not find vacant channels, through spectrum sharing
methods such as transmit power control, the new one can share one channel with the
WSD have been operating on the channel as depicted in label (f). Figure 1 clearly
illustrates that all operations of the spectrum management basically rely on spectrum
sensing.
As described previously about the extend to which spectrum sensing is important,
the throughput of WSDs depends on whether they have highly accurate and efficient
spectrum sensing methods and other supplemental techniques designed for assisting
WSDs to find spare channels quickly and efficiently.
1.1 Technical Trends
To increase the accuracy of spectrum sensing methods, the sacrifice such as a fur-
ther resource consumption, particularly power consumption, which is undesirable for
portable WSDs, might be inevitable. Thus, concerning the balance between the accu-
racy and the energy efficiency results in the need of inventing supplemental methods
that can reduce a burden of spectrum sensing methods or new spectrum sensing meth-
ods that can improve the probability of detection. The burden of spectrum sensing
3
methods is related to the fact that WSDs need to conduct spectrum sensing peri-
odically against all white space channels without the priori knowledge of a channel
occupancy, either occupied or unoccupied. Even this overhead becomes worsen when
the WSDs do not know which white space channels are really open for the unlicensed
use of WSDs. To resolve these overheads, various supplemental proposals from IEEE
802.22 and other standard groups such as ETSI, IEEE and ECMA, suggest that
WSDs have to have any features to figure out their current location and a list of
affordable white space channels for unlicensed use at their current location. For the
retrieval of the list, the WSDs shall provide their current location to a database of
white spaces, a so-called “spectrum map server,” which they can connect to through
the Internet. From the spectrum map server, they will retrieve a location-based list of
available white space channels, a so-called “spectrum map.” at their current location.
Based on the retrieved spectrum map, they can conduct spectrum sensing against
only white channels included in the list and classified as open for unlicensed use of
WSDs. With the results of spectrum sensing stating the occupancy status, they can
determine which channels are unused. As they move to other areas, they might con-
nect to the spectrum map server in advance to retrieve the spectrum map of new
locations. Although the spectrum map solution resolves the concern of unnecessary
spectrum sensing against white space channels not allowed for the unlicensed use,
the solution does not present what is the current occupancy status of white space
channels. If the WSDs know the channel occupancy, they can save and energy for
spectrum sensing. To the WSDs, that improvement means that they can launch their
service earlier on more reliable channel than the case that hey have rather a low accu-
racy of spectrum sensing. In addition, since they can release their operating channel
earlier, other potential WSDs that will fail to find their operating channel can have
a chance to occupy the early-released channel. More accommodations of WSDs after
all can contribute to increase in the utilization of white space channels. Thus, the
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Table 1: Comparison of Feature Detection and Energy Detection.
Feature detection energy detection
Method
identify unique signature fea-
tures (preamble, PN se-
quence)
measure the power within a
certain frequency bandwidth
Sensitivity high low
Processing Time long short
Hardware Complexity high low
Usage
accurate, final sensing in a
small bandwidth
fast, initial sensing in a wide
bandwidth
new spectrum map that can offer the channel occupancy will be a key contribution
for the efficient spectrum management.
While, as the supplemental solution, the spectrum map contributes to decrease
in the load of spectrum sensing, we need a fundamental approach to achieve in-
crease in the probability of detection on spectrum sensing. In addition, the new
approach should arrange a trade-off between the acceptable accuracy of spectrum
sensing methods and resource consumption. In general, spectrum sensing methods
are classified into two categories: feature detection and energy detection. Feature
detection identifies the unique signature features of a signal modulation scheme such
as a pseudo-random noise (PN) sequence in a U.S. digital television (DTV) signal.
Energy detection estimates the total power over a certain bandwidth (e.g. 6 MHz
of TV channel) and compares it with a pre-defined threshold value to determine the
validity of the signals of other devices. As shown in Table 1 and [15], although en-
ergy detection is more unreliable against noise uncertainty than feature detection,
energy detection is faster in spectrum sensing and simpler in implementation than
feature detection. However, since both detection methods cannot alone solve im-
posed challenges in spectrum sensing, IEEE 802.22 suggests a dual-stage spectrum
sensing approach. First, WSDs execute energy detection on all available white space
channels according to the spectrum map. Then, they execute feature detection on
unoccupied channels according to the spectrum sensing results of energy detection.
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Thus, they using the dual-stage approach can reduce total spectrum sensing time and
spend fewer resources for feature detection. However, since they with both sensing
methods that rely on only radio signals can still cause false alarms that identify occu-
pied channels as unoccupied ones, they cannot still avoid generating interference to
incumbent users or other WSDs. To minimize uncertainty with one energy or feature
detector, cooperation detection collaborates with other WSDs to collect measured
spectrum sensing results to increase the accuracy of spectrum sensing. However, this
approach can cause further resource consumption because of overhead traffic required
for cooperation.
As the supplemental method, the spectrum map can contribute to avoiding un-
necessary spectrum sensing against channels that are not open for unlicensed use.
However, the WSDs should conduct spectrum sensing against all white space channels
regardless of their occupancy status, which means they still conduct further unnec-
essary spectrum sensing against any channels that are occupied by other incumbent
users or WSDs. As the fundamental method, typical methods are not qualified in a
matter of balancing well a trade-off between the accuracy of spectrum sensing and
resource consumption.
1.2 Motivation of Dissertation
The fact that WSDs should coexist with incumbent users originates the following
challenges: decrease in the overhead of conducting spectrum sensing and the design
of precise spectrum sensing methods. Beside the coexistence between WSDs and
incumbent users, the coexistence between WSDs is another challenge, and this chal-
lenge becomes the critical one for supporting spectrum sharing between heterogenous
WSDs. As illustrated in Figure 2, the coexistence issue that is generally triggered
between vertically heterogeneous licensed or unlicensed systems operating on differ-
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Figure 2: The coexistence of heterogeneity
standards for white space. In addition, typical coexistence schemes as depicted in
Figure 45 on Chapter A implemented in physical and/or medium access control lay-
ers are inadequate to support spectrum sharing between heterogenous WSDs. Thus,
the solutions to resolve coexistence-related challenges should be implemented over
multiple layers vertically from a physical layer to an application layer. For instance,
while the design of precise spectrum sensing methods is a challenge to physical and
medium access layers, decreasing the load of spectrum sensing is a challenge to all
layers. Thus, along with researching an individual optimal solution of the challenges,
the spectrum management for white space applications requires a cross-layer architec-
ture that is capable of deploying all solutions properly over all layers. For instance, as
the solution of spectrum sharing, conventional transmit power control (TPC)-based
coexistence mechanisms are non-collaborative mechanisms, where WSDs adjust their
transmit power not to interfere with their neighboring WSDs without any negotia-
tion of their new transmit power. Although we can consider to adapt new schemes,
introduced in [2] and [39], WSDs roughly adjust their transmit power because of the
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absence of a collaborative negotiation. For the effective control, they prefer a collab-
orative TPC mechanism, which requires the involvement of multiple protocol layers
over white space network devices. Thus, they need the cross-layer architecture for
the support of the collaboration-based TPC.
The first objective of the dissertation is to propose a cross-layer spectrum manage-
ment framework that enables all network equipments for white space application to
handle the uncertainty of white space channels in a cooperative way and to implement
collaboration-based spectrum management schemes. The proposal lets the spectrum
map server and other network management systems keep track of the occupancy-
status change of white space channels by collecting the spectrum sensing results of
WSDs as the return of providing a spectrum map. With the extended spectrum map
offering the occupancy status of white space channels, newly-joining WSDs could per-
form faster spectrum sensing by building a target list of spectrum sensing with only
channels that are marked as open and unoccupied according to the retrieved spec-
trum map. Based on the cross-layer cooperation between WSDs and the spectrum
map server, the second objective of this dissertation is to propose a collaboration-
based spectrum sharing framework, a so-called “inter-cell transmit power adapta-
tion (ITPA),” that provides a way of sharing one channel between two homogenous
and/or heterogenous WSDs by adjusting their transmit power with the assistance
of the spectrum map server. The ITPA-based spectrum sharing provides the algo-
rithm that assists a newly-joining WSD to determine which channels that belong to
neighboring WSDs are affordable for spectrum sharing. The newly-joining WSDs
can initiate the negotiation of adjusting their transmit power toward the neighboring
WSD operating on the channel that the ITPA algorithm declares the availability of
spectrum sharing. Both WSDs conduct the ITPA negotiation indirectly through the
spectrum map as an intermediator to support spectrum sharing between heteroge-
nous WSDs. The third objective of this dissertation is to propose a new transceiver
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framework, a so-called “frequency-domain coexistence beacon (FCB),” that aims to
increase the probability of detection. In a matter of increase in the probability of
detection, conventional spectrum sensing methods require resource consumption with
a dedicated hardware for transmission and reception of the signals of WSDs. Instead
of the dedicated hardware, this proposal is to allot a beacon frequency at the same
location of the DTV pilot in white space channels that enables a receiver to reuse a
DTV pilot detector and WSD equipped with the new receiver to detect neighboring
WSDs at a higher probability of detection as a result of a higher signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). The increase in SNR is due to the fact that the narrow bandwidth of the DTV
pilot contributes to a higher SNR compared to that of the 6 MHz.
This dissertation contributes to the followings:
• the cross-layer spectrum management framework enables WSDs and the spec-
trum server to cooperate in building and managing the extended spectrum map.
• the extended spectrum map contributes to decreasing the number of channels
targeted for spectrum sensing, which results in decreasing not only the overhead
of conducting spectrum sensing but also the probability of false detection, which
marks occupied channels as unoccupied ones.
• the cross-layer spectrum management framework provides a backhaul network
for the collaboration-based spectrum sharing.
• the transceiver framework based on the FCB contributes to increase in the
probability of detection, which results in achieving a higher utilization of white
space channels with less interference and more accommodation of newly-joining
WSDs.
• the collaboration-based spectrum sharing based on the ITPA contributes to al-
lowing homogeneous and/or heterogenous WSDs to share their operating chan-
nel with adjusting their transmit power in the not arbitrary but calculated
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amount.
1.3 Organization of Dissertation
This dissertation consists of the following chapters.
Chapter 2 presents the cross-layer framework for the dynamic spectrum map man-
agement that builds and manages the extended spectrum map with the cooperation
between WSDs and the spectrum map server. In this chapter, we also describe the
extent to which the extended spectrum map assists newly-joining WSDs to not only
shorten the total spectrum sensing time but also decrease interference to neighboring
WSDs by reducing the possibility of miss detection. We demonstrate the extent to
which the cross-layer architecture contributes to increase in the utilization of white
space channels through performance evaluation.
Chapter 3 describes another cooperation that aims to shorten the retrieval time
from the spectrum map server to WSDs with the assistance of the Dynamic Host
Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server. Instead of retrieving the spectrum map from
the spectrum map server, we propose the DHCP server could embed the spectrum
map retrieved from the spectrum map server into DHCP messages. We demonstrate
the extent to which this fast retrieval of the spectrum map contributes to increase in
the capacity of white space applications.
Chapter 4 presents the extent to which the new transceiver architecture using
the FCB improves the probability of detection on spectrum sensing. This chapter
also describes the extent to which the proposed scheme improves the probability of
detection compared to that of a typical energy detection. In addition, we demonstrate
the extent to which the detection improvement increases the total capacity of white
space channels through numerical evaluation.
Chapter 5 describes the collaboration-based spectrum sharing framework that pro-
vides the decision algorithm of selecting the channels for the ITPA-based spectrum
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sharing. In addition, we present the extent to which two heterogeneous WSDs con-
duct the procedures of the ITPA negotiation using the backhaul network presented
by the cross-layer architecture of the spectrum management. In this chapter, we an-
alyze the performance of the ITPA-based spectrum sharing with numerical results of
performance evaluation and simulation results.
Chapter 6 summarizes this dissertation.
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CHAPTER
II Cross-layer Spectrum Management
This chapter introduces the cross-layer design of the spectrum management for white
space channels to enrich the usage of the spectrum map.
2.1 Motivation of Cross-layer Architecture
After retrieving the location-based spectrum map of a current location, newly-joining
WSDs conduct spectrum sensing. With the results of spectrum sensing, they select
their operating channel among channels marked as unoccupied. Inside spectrum de-
cision, they comply with spectrum etiquette that defines the basic rules in spectrum
sharing among unlicensed neighboring WSDs. However, this spectrum etiquette has
no authority to force selfish WSDs, which at least follow the FCC rules, to yield their
operating channel. According to [51], [34], [29], [24] and [30], WSDs can find their
operating channel in non-cooperative ways such as dynamic frequency selection or
dynamic frequency sharing without the assistance of neighboring WSDs. To increase
the efficiency of channel selection, WSDs can find their operating channel using spec-
trum auction or leasing mechanisms that are managed by a spectrum management
controller. For instance, a decentralized controller can conduct the spectrum map
management of a local area while a centralized controller can provide spectrum map
management over all areas. Regardless of the spectrum management techniques that
WSAs depend on, we prefer the method that one WSD exclusively operates on one
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white space channel at one location. This exclusiveness is different to spectrum man-
agement of other unlicensed access networks such as WiFiTM, which permits multiple
devices to operate on the same channel without concerning for the collision or the
service degradation with neighboring WiFiTMdevices.
As a coordinated method of above two approaches, multiple WSDs can share
one channel using message-based spectrum contention [37] that schedules exclusive
access in a promised set of data frames within a super frame. In addition, using
transmit power control, WSDs can adjust their transmit power after negotiating with
neighboring WSDs to generate less interference to neighboring WSDs. Newly-joining
WSDs will be pleased if anyone can inform which channels are unused at the cur-
rent location of the WSDs. Based on this preference, we suggest extending the role
of a spectrum server that provides not only a spectrum map but also the channel
occupancy status, either occupied or unoccupied, with extra information. Using an
extended spectrum map having the occupancy status, newly-joining WSDs can re-
duce the scope of spectrum sensing from all white space channels to a small number of
channels that are believed to be unoccupied. As the return of the retrieved spectrum
map, newly-joining WSDs could send the results of spectrum sensing to the spectrum
server to assist it in building and dynamically updating the spectrum map with the
occupancy status extracted from the results of spectrum sensing. Throughout this
dissertation, the radio resource management (RRM) server represents the spectrum
server that provides the extended spectrum map. To provide the spectrum map and
to retrieve the results of spectrum sensing, the cooperation between WSDs and the
RRM server is essential, and the implementation of that cooperation should involve
all protocol layers of WSDs with the assistance of the RRM server. Thus, the cross-
layer architecture is suitable for the dynamic spectrum management of white space
channels.
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As a result of cross-layer cooperation between WSDs and the RRM server, newly-
joining WSDs using the extended spectrum map have the benefit of not only shorten-
ing the total spectrum sensing time but also causing less interference to neighboring
WSAs by decreasing the possibility of miss detection. This chapter consists of the fol-
lowing sections: Section 2.2 describes the architecture of the dynamic spectrum map
management, technical challenges, and solutions. Section 2.3 presents the extent to
which the RRM server manages the extended spectrum map and the newly-joining
WSDs exploit the extended spectrum map in a channel selection. Section 2.4 describes
what we conduct in theoretical analysis.
2.2 Dynamic Spectrum Map Architecture
WSDs and the RRM server act as the main system components on the cross-layer
architecture for the dynamic spectrum map management.
2.2.1 Network Reference Model
Figure 3 depicts a network reference model of dynamic spectrum management that
does not support WSDs operating in ad-hoc mode. Client-based white space portable
devices (WSPDs) that may have multiple licensed and/or unlicensed wireless inter-
faces can associate with one or multiple infrastructure-based white space access points
(WSAPs). Depending on the purpose of WSPDs, we can have three types of client-
based WSPDs: Type 1, Type 2, and Type 3, as depicted in Figure 3. A Type 1
WSPD has licensed and unlicensed wireless interfaces while a Type 2 WSPD and a
Type 3 WSPD have only white space interfaces. Thus, two heterogenous WSPDs
cannot communicate as depicted in a stop mark of Figure 3. However, if neighbor-
ing WSAPs can support interoperation interfaces such as RRM - SU1, RRM - SU2,
and RRM - SU3 in Figure 3, two WSAPs can indirectly communicate through the
RRM server. The RRM server that retrieves the results of spectrum sensing from
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Figure 3: A network reference model for the spectrum map management.
providers, WSAPs can transmit their spectrum sensing results and other spectrum
sensing results they collected from associated WSPDs. Meanwhile, newly-joining WS-
APs retrieved the extended spectrum map of their current location conduct spectrum
sensing on the channels marked as unoccupied according to the retrieved spectrum
map. If they cannot find their operating channel, the RRM server can assist them to
execute coexistence mechanisms such as transmit power control.
2.2.2 Structure of Spectrum Map
The RRM server builds the spectrum map of every location, and let denote T =
{t1, t2, ..., tN} a list of white space channels when N is the total number of white
space channels, and ti contains channel information, <S,W,C, γ >, of the i
th channel.
S = {0, 1} indicates whether the i th channel is occupied, one, or unoccupied, zero, and
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W presents what kind of standard or service the WSAP operating on i th channel sup-
port. Since WSAPs should protect incumbent users and neighboring homogeneous
and/or heterogenous WSAPs, supporting the coexistence between diverse types of
WSAPs and/or WSDs become a major issue. In this dissertation, we consider trans-
mit power control (TPC) as the only coexistence mechanism. W of the i th channel
represents a service type of a WSAP operating on the i th channel, and C of i th chan-
nel indicates coexistence mechanisms permitted by the WSAP operating on the i th
channel. γ is a reliability index that indicates whether the channel information is
reliable. The channel information of the spectrum map depending on the results of
spectrum sensing becomes inaccurate due to the inaccuracy of spectrum sensing meth-
ods. Thus, WSAPs use γ as a barometer of the accuracy of the spectrum map. If γ
is greater than a certain threshold, the WSAPs believe the given channel information
as reliable. We present more details how to manage γ on Section 2.3.
Along with the retrieved spectrum map, WSAPs construct and update a list of
backup channels, B , that are not currently occupied by neighboring WSAPs. They
can select one of the backup channels included in B as their recovery channel when
they meet inevitable cases like the unexpected appearance of incumbent users on their
current operating channel. Thus, the S field of the channels must have zero, unoccu-
pied. In the selection, the best channel is that its channel occupancy is unoccupied
and is not considered as the backup channel of neighboring WSAPs.
2.2.3 Spectrum Map Lifecycle
As described in the previous section, every geo-location has its own spectrum map
that stays either in the learning stage or in the serving stage. When the RRM server
creates the spectrum map of the new location, the new spectrum map starts from the
learning stage. In the learning stage, the RRM server can figure out a usage pattern
of white space channels through analyzing the results of spectrum sensing retrieved
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from associated WSAPs operating at the new location, and then, the RRM server
can update the occupancy status, S , of white space channels. After the successful
first update, the spectrum map moves to the serving state, in which the RRM server
can provide it to newly-joining WSAPs. Regardless of which state the spectrum
map resides on, the RRM server continues to update the spectrum map with the
retrieved spectrum sensing results from associated WSAPs. We have two approaches
of retrieving the spectrum map, a centralized approach and a decentralized approach.
The centralized approach is to retrieve the spectrum map from the RRM server
while the decentralized approach is to retrieve it from the coexistence beacon frames
of neighboring WSAP if they broadcast their spectrum map not only collected by
themselves but also revised by their associated clients. Thus, the WSAPs retrieving
those coexistence beacon frames can update their spectrum map, and they can provide
their updated spectrum sensing results to the RRM server periodically and/or in a
manual way. The spectrum sensing results merging the spectrum sensing results of
neighboring WSAPs can contribute to increase in the accuracy of the spectrum map.
However, if the accuracy of the spectrum map becomes less than a certain level, the
spectrum map restarts from the learning stage.
2.2.4 General Flow of Spectrum Selection with Extended Spectrum Map
Figure 4 illustrates the general flow of channel selection that consists of three opera-
tion phases: the preparation phase, the decision phase, and the monitoring phase. In
the preparation phase, WSAPs retrieving the extended spectrum map build a list of
white space channels targeted for spectrum sensing, and then, they execute spectrum
sensing on channels included on the target list as the initial step of the decision phase.
If the results of spectrum sensing indicate that one or more unoccupied channels ex-
ist, they select their operating channel among unoccupied channels, and if spectrum






























Figure 4: A general flow of a channel selection procedure with the extended spectrum
map.
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state on the channel. Otherwise, they conduct the second spectrum sensing on the
channels excluded on the target list for the first spectrum sensing. In fact, since
they can fail in spectrum access on their selected operating channel because of the
inaccuracy of spectrum sensing, they continue to examine the next available channel
among unoccupied ones until they succeed in spectrum access on the channel. How-
ever, if they failed in all spectrum access, they start from the preparation phase by
redefining the target list for spectrum sensing. On the other hand, if they succeed in
spectrum access on their selected operating channel, they immediately move to the
monitoring phase and continue to monitor the wireless environments of their operat-
ing channel. In the monitoring phase, they must be ready to switch their operating
channel if any incumbent users appear on the their operating channel or they suffer
from performance degradation. Thus, activated WSAPs must periodically execute
spectrum sensing on white space channels and thus, they can also provide the addi-
tional spectrum sensing results to the RRM server. Figure 5 illustrates the extent
to which newly-joining WSAPs perform a channel selection. Updating the spectrum
map with the results of spectrum sensing occurs on both the RRM server and the
WSAPs. At the stage of building the target list of spectrum sensing, the WSAPs
do not include occupied channels on the target list according to the spectrum map.
For instance, they exclude the second channel and the other channels such as the
fifth one on the target list as depicted in the second step of Figure 5. After spec-
trum sensing, they now recognize that the occupancy status of some channels on
the target list does not change while the occupancy status of the others does. They
update the spectrum map stored in their internal memory, and deliver the updated
map to the RRM server whenever they send any message to the RRM server. While
the WSAPs relies on their own spectrum sensing results mostly, the RRM server be-
lieves the retrieved spectrum sensing results partly since the accuracy of the results
is proportional to the accuracy of spectrum sensing methods. Since all WSAPs can
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Figure 5: An example of a channel selection procedure with the proposed framework
have different spectrum sensing methods, every spectrum sensing result can have a
different accuracy. Thus, to handle this instability in the accuracy of the results of
spectrum sensing, the RRM server manages the reliability index, γ, that numerically
scales the reliability of the occupancy status information of every white space channel
on the spectrum map. Since newly-joining WSAPs build a target list of unoccupied
channels for spectrum sensing in compliance with the extended spectrum map, the
results of spectrum sensing include the current occupancy status of the only channels
on the target list. Thus, updating the occupancy status of every channel occurs asyn-
chronously with the results of spectrum sensing retrieved from the diverse accuracy
of spectrum sensing methods, and that is the reason why the RRM server maintains
γ per channel. The RRM server has multiple ways of calculating the reliability index
of a channel if it was included on the target list for spectrum sensing and was selected
as the operating channel. As depicted in the bottom of Figure 5, if a newly-joining
WSAP selected the ith channel as its operating channel, calculating the accuracy in-
dex of the ith channel has two ways, Update-1 and Update-2, depending on success in
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spectrum access. Otherwise, except the operating channel, for the channels included
on the target list such as the first channel in Figure 5, the RRM server calculates the
reliability index with Update-3. For the rest of channels excluded on the target list,
the RRM server calculates the reliability index with Update-4. We describes more
details of calculating the reliability index on Section 2.3.1.
2.2.5 Technical Challenges and Solutions
In the extension of the RRM server, maintaining a radio resource map that matches
the real radio environments of white space channels for all locations will constitute
multiple technical challenges. For one, the RRM server should have a large number
of WSAPs that connect to the RRM server. Depending on the density of activated
WSAPs at a location, the change in the channel occupancy status will occur either
dynamically or slowly. If the RRM server has only a few WSAPs that inform the
server about a change in the channel occupancy in a densely populated area, the
RRM server cannot build a reliable radio resource map or the spectrum map that re-
flects the latest occupancy status of white space channels. Another challenge is that
the spectrum map depends on the accuracy of spectrum sensing since all WSAPs
determine the channel occupancy based on the results of spectrum sensing. As the
accuracy of spectrum sensing methods increases, the accuracy of the spectrum map
increases. However, the RRM server cannot always retrieve the results of spectrum
sensing from WSAPs having a high accuracy of spectrum sensing methods since het-
erogenous WSAPs have their different target applications and/or spectrum sensing
methods. Thus, the RRM server obtains diverse spectrum sensing results that contain
the rather different radio environment reports in the same location. In addition, al-
though previous researches studied the evaluation metrics of spectrum sensing based
on the characteristics of spectrum sensing techniques such as energy detection [47]
and feature detection [19], they do not numerically scale the values of evaluation
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metrics. For example, Table 2.2 of [30] presents a comparison of multiple spectrum
sensing detectors, which summarizes the characteristics of multiple spectrum sensing
detectors with three properties: computational complexity, sensitivity to synchroniza-
tion errors, and robustness to noise uncertainty. They only define evaluation values
to be relative comparison to each detector as High or Moderate, and thus, the RRM
server cannot use the evaluation values to update the reliability index of channels on
the spectrum map.
To resolve the first challenge, which requires a certain large number of registered
WSAPs for a high reliability of the spectrum map, we need to invent a way of an-
alyzing the real environments of white space channels with the assistance of only
registered WSAPs until they reach the certain number. Thus, we suggest that the
RRM server conducts the analysis of network environments of white space channels
based on the retrieved spectrum sensing results from registered WSAPs. Through
monitoring the change of the occupancy status of white space channels, the RRM
server can estimate the density of WSAPs, and Section 2.3.1 describes the extent to
which the RRM server does it. A keyword in the second and third challenges is het-
erogeneity in spectrum sensing methods, and based on this keyword, we can redefine
two challenges into the following problems: the support of spectrum sharing between
heterogeneous WSAPs and the accuracy management of the spectrum map. Since
heterogeneous WSAPs cannot directly communicate or perform cooperative spectrum
sharing mechanisms, we suggest that the RRM server acts as a main coordinator of
supporting spectrum sharing and managing the accuracy of the spectrum map with
the assistance of registered WSAPs.
2.3 Dynamic Spectrum Map Management
The RRM server can effectively lead the cross-layer spectrum map management by
accommodating any type of WSAPs having different access standards as long as they
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can communicate with the RRM server.
2.3.1 Spectrum Map Information Management
To support spectrum sharing between heterogeneous WSAPs and to maintain the
accuracy of the spectrum map over a certain level, the RRM server should be able
to analyze the real network environments of white space channels from the results
of spectrum sensing of registered WSAPs. Thus, we suggest that the RRM server
collects the following parameters:
• The number of WSAPs that made the report messages of the results of spectrum
sensing.
• The number of occupied channels and detected neighboring WSAPs from each
report message.
• The number of the activation and the de-activation of WSAPs.
• The duration time of one channel to be occupied with the start and end times.
Once the RRM server finishes the collection of the above parameters, the RRM
server can estimate the following parameters:
• The average duration time of one channel to be occupied.
• The average number of occupied channels and detected neighboring WSAPs.
• The average inter-arrival time between two report messages.
• The average number of report messages during a pre-defined duration.
The RRM server will use Rto that represents the average inter-arrival time between
two report messages to decide a wait time for a next report message. In addition, by
simply dividing the average duration time by the average inter-arrival time, the RRM
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server can estimate the average number of simultaneously activated WSAPs that
connect to the RRM server (Nα). Meanwhile, using the average number of occupied
channels and detected neighboring WSAPs, the RRM server can also estimate the
average number of neighboring WSAPs, Nβ. We define the ratio of the two numbers,
ν = Nα/ Nβ, that represents the percentage of the total number of WSAPs that
connect to the RRM server. Thus, for a high accuracy of spectrum sensing, ν should
approaches 1. With a calculated ν, we suppose the network environment of white
space channel in the location of WSAPs.
Every location data in the RRM server include the reliability index, γ, that numer-
ically scales the reliability of the occupancy status of all the channels in the spectrum
map. Let γi denote γ of the i
th channel. When the RRM server creates the spectrum
map of all the locations for the first time, it sets γ to zero for all channels. Now, the
RRM server, which retrieves the spectrum sensing results of the i th channel at a loca-
tion for the first time, initializes γi with the probability of detection, Pd, of spectrum
sensing methods of the WSAP that reported the results of spectrum sensing. After
the server updates γi once, the server updates γi in two different situations: before
and just after retrieving a report message. Until the server retrieves a next report
message from any WSAP at location L within Rto time, which follows the exponential
distribution as depicted in Figure 6(a), the server applies the exponential decrease in





i x), i ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., N}, (1)
where γ0i for the i
th channel is initialized with γs ( = Pd of spectrum sensing methods
used by the WSAP sent the first spectrum sensing results), and x is given by t/Rto
when t is the duration time of the consecutive expirations of Rto timers. If the
server fails to retrieve the expected report message and instead, retrieves a sign of
the expiration of the Rto timer, the server restarts the new Rto timer after updating
γi with (1). However, when the server retrieves the expected report message before
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Figure 6: Calculation of the accuracy index of the ith channel
the Rto timer is expired, the server has three choices of updating γi: no change as
depicted in Update 1 of Figure 6(b), initialization with a given γs( = Pd) as depicted in
Update 2/3, or initialization with one as depicted in Update 4. The first choice is that
the RRM server does not update γi if the retrieved report message does not have the
spectrum sensing results of the i th channel at location L since WSAPs did not execute
spectrum sensing on the i th channel. The second choice is that the RRM server
updates γi with Pd of spectrum sensing methods used by the WSAP that sent the
report message since the WSAP selected the i th channel as its operating channel, but
the WSAP failed in spectrum access on the channel. The second choice also includes
the case of updating γi of all channels included in the results of spectrum sensing
except the operating channel. The third choice is that the RRM server updates γi
with one, which indicates that the accuracy of spectrum sensing of the WSAP is
reliable since spectrum access on the i th channel is successful. Since the update of
γ occurs asynchronously, γ of all channels can differ at any time. Now, we have
five ways of updating γ consisting of one way in a case of the expiration of the Rto
timer and four ways, Update-1/2/3/4, in a case of the retrieval of the report message
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Algorithm 1 createSpectrumSensingList
1: procedure createSpectrumSensingList(T , χ, Wd)
2: ST [ ] ← 0
3: for i← 1 do length(T )
4: Begin
5: {i, S, W , γ } ← {S, W , γ } of ti in T
6: If γ ≥ χ then
7: Begin
8: If S = 0 then
9: ST.add({i, S,W, γ})
10: else
11: If Wd = W then
12: ST.add({i, S,W, γ})
13: End
14: else
15: If W 6= Primary Users then




containing the results of spectrum sensing.
2.3.2 Spectrum Map Creation Procedure
Newly-joining WSAPs retrieved the spectrum map execute Algorithm 1 to build a
target list of channels for spectrum sensing, and the algorithm uses γi to decide
whether it includes the i th channel, which the spectrum map marked as unoccupied,
on the target list. If γi is greater than a certain threshold, χ, the algorithm believes
the occupancy status information, S, of the i th channel on the spectrum map as
reliable. Thus, the algorithm includes the i th channel on the target list of spectrum
sensing, ST , if S is zero. In addition, the algorithm also includes any occupied
channels, but if the white space standard, W , of the newly-joining WSAPs is same
as the standard, Wd, of neighboring WSAPs, which were previously detected by
other WSAPs at the same location, operating on the i th channel. This addition
aims to collect the coexistence beacon frames of neighboring WSAPs and prepare
the inevitable case of performing coexistence mechanisms because of the absence of
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unoccupied channels. In this case, the WSAPs can obtain the coexistence mechanisms
supported by neighboring WSAPs from the collected beacon frames. The previous
operations as shown in lines 7-13 are only meaningful when γ is greater than or equal
to χ, and otherwise, the algorithm include the ith channel on the target list only if
the channel is not occupied by incumbent users as shown in lines 15-16.
2.3.3 Spectrum Sensing Result Retrieval
Against all channels on the target list, ST , the newly-joining WSAPs conduct spec-
trum sensing. Regardless of spectrum sensing methods, they expect the retrieval of
the results of spectrum sensing, STs: a set of <ch, S
′
,W,C > of all channels included
on ST with Pd of the spectrum sensing methods. The ch field of the j
th element on
STs is the channel number of the white space channel that its spectrum sensing results
are stored in the jth element on STs, S
′
indicates the occupancy status according to
the results of spectrum sensing, and W indicates the existence of incumbent users
operating on the channel or any detected neighboring WSAPs that support the same
access standard of the newly-joining WSAPs. For instance, we can define W to have
one of values, PU1, PU2, SU1, SU2, SU3, and UN . PU1 represents TV broadcasting
services, PU2 does wireless microphones, and SU1/2/3 represent different unlicensed
white space standards while UN indicates that the access standard of detected neigh-
boring WSAPs is unknown. If the WSAPs locate in a densely populated area, the
WSAPs can detect multiple neighboring WSAPs operating on the same channel. If
all detected neighboring WSAPs are homogenous, the WSAPs can build a list of
neighboring WSAPs by interpreting retrieved coexistence beacon frames from neigh-
boring WSAPs, and they exploit the list in the coexistence. For instance, depending
on the coexistence capability of the WSAPs and the neighboring WSAPs, they can
initiate the adjustment negotiation of their transmission power for coexistence. At
that moment, the WSAPs can use W and C to decide whether the negotiation of
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coexistence with the neighboring WSAPs is capable or not.
Let denote STs = {r1, r2, ..., ru}, u = size(ST ) the spectrum sensing results of
channels on ST , in which rj of the j
th element on STs has <ch, S
′
,W,C > of the
rj.ch
th channel with the following extra parameters:
• A: a list of the detected neighboring WSAPs on the chth channel. This is
optional.
• Backup channel flag (BF ): the flag that indicates whether the chth channel is
a potential backup channel for neighboring WSAPs.
In addition, the WSAPs maintain the following list:
• SSs (SSs ⊆ ST ): a list of channels included on STs, which their occupancy
status according to STs is unoccupied, but its real occupancy status is occupied
according to the spectrum map of neighboring WSAPs.
The WSAPs build SSs with STs and T of the neighboring WSAPs extracted from
the retrieved coexistence beacon frames.
2.3.4 Spectrum Selection Procedure
Based on the acquired spectrum sensing results, the newly-joining WSAPs perform
the selection of their operating channel. Using STs and SSs, the WSAPs execute
Algorithm 2 for a channel selection, and the algorithm consists of two steps: the
collection of unoccupied channels and the selection of the operating channel. In
the first step, as shown in lines 3-8, the algorithm searches unoccupied channels on
STs. Since the j index on ST , STs, and SSs no longer indicates a channel number,




, is zero, the algorithm adds rj to a list of candidate channels
for the operating channel, CS. The algorithm executes the previous operation on all
channels on STs, and then, the algorithm counts the size of CS. If the size is only
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Algorithm 2 channelSelection
1: procedure channelSelection(STs, SSs, γs, χ )
2: CS[ ]← 0
3: for i← 1 do length(STs)
4: Begin
5: S










13: If length(CS) > 1 then
14: return selOneFromMultiples(CS, SSs)
15: else
16: If γs ≥ χ then






23: procedure selOneFromMultiples(CS, SSs)
24: for i← length(CS) do
25: Begin
26: If ri.BF = 0 and ri.ch found on SSs then
27: return ri.ch
28: End




one, the algorithm declares the r0.ch
th channel on CS as the operating channel of
the WSAPs. However, as shown in lines 16-19, the size of CS can be a greater than
one, which means that we have multiple unoccupied channels. In the second step, the
algorithm calls the selOneFromMultiples function that selects one channel among
multiple ones.
In selOneFromMultiples, the algorithm attempts to find any candidate channel
that is also detected as the none of the backup channel for neighboring WSAPs. The
previous operation can find one or more candidate channels, and in this case, the
function simply chooses the first channel as shown in line 27. However, if all unoc-
cupied channels are backup channels for neighboring WSAPs, the function randomly
selects one of them as shown in line 29. The WSAPs perform spectrum access on
the selected operating channel, and if it is successful, they moves to the active state
that provides the broadband Internet access to their customers along with the update
of the spectrum map. Otherwise, they repeat the new channel selection procedure,
which executes Algorithm 2 and performs spectrum access on a selected operating
channel, after deleting the current operating channel from STs. When the size of
CS is less than one, which means that the algorithm failed to search any unoccupied
channel, the algorithm can conduct TPC if γs(= Pd) is greater than χ or the second
spectrum sensing on channels that were not included on ST of the first spectrum
sensing. However, If the WSAPs failed in the second spectrum sensing, they can
finally decline their activation and wait until some channels are released. Instead of
the presented function, our cross-layer architecture permits other spectrum decision
algorithms to be adopted. For instance, an alternative decision algorithm could se-




1: procedure spectrumMapUpdate(Ind, ac, T , STs, Pd, χ)
2: UT [ ]← T
3: for j ← 1 do length(STs)
4: Begin
5: c ← ch of rj in STs
6: If c = ac then
7: If ind = success then
8: UT [c].γ = 1
9: else
10: UT [c].γ = Pd
11: else
12: Begin
13: UT [c].γ = Pd
14: End
15: If (ind = success) or (Pd ≥ χ) then
16: UT [c].S = rj .S
′
, UT [c].W = rj .W
17: End
18: T = UT ;
19: end procedure
2.3.5 Spectrum Map Update Procedure
Regardless of success or failure in spectrum access, the WSAPs execute Algorithm 3
that updates the retrieved spectrum map with the results of spectrum sensing. Along
with T and STs, the algorithm obtains the values of ind and ac parameters as the
results of the channel selection and spectrum access procedures. Ind represents the
success or the failure of spectrum access, and ac represents a channel number of the
operating channel. The algorithm updates γ of the channels on T with the above
update rules as shown in lines 8-13, and the algorithm also updates the S and W
fields of the channels on T if spectrum access was successful and the accuracy of
spectrum sensing is greater than or equal to χ as shown in lines 15-16. In fact, the
algorithm running on the WSAPs do not execute lines 6-14 because the RRM server
is only responsible for updating γ. However, as shown in lines 15-16, the algorithm
in the WSAPs updates S and W fields, which are internally stored in the WSAPs,
and the WSAPs use the updated local spectrum map in a further channel selection
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or switching until they retrieve the newly-updated spectrum map from the RRM
server or the new spectrum map of the new location as the WSAPs move to the new
location.
While the WSAPs operate in the active state, they perform a periodic spectrum
sensing on their operating channel and another channel regardless of the occupancy
status of the other channel as the WiFiTM devices do. For example, 802.11 a/g devices
scan 11 channels within the default 180 seconds (50 ms scan time on each channel
every 16 seconds). The same approach on WSAPs can amend a corrupted spectrum
map indicating a particular channel as occupied, but, the channel is in fact unoccu-
pied. This amendment takes a little longer time than the case that the newly-joining
WSAPs execute the second spectrum sensing against the channels excluded from the
first spectrum sensing. Through a periodic scan, our proposed framework builds more
reliable spectrum map as more spectrum sensing on the active state continues. To
validate the retrieved spectrum map results, the RRM server will only accept the
spectrum sensing results from registered WSAPs. However, this dissertation does not
provide specific identification schemes, and that is beyond the scope of this disserta-
tion. In addition, to resolve conflicts that can occur because of the diverse spectrum
sensing results from heterogeneous WSAPs having different spectrum sensing meth-
ods, the RRM server prefers the most recent spectrum sensing results from the highest
accuracy of spectrum sensing methods.
2.4 Theoretical Analysis
For theoretical analysis of the proposed cross-layer spectrum management frame-
work, we adopt the M/G/m/m queueing model to define the M/B/N/N model as
the evaluation model of dynamic spectrum management. In our M/B/N/N queueing
model, M indicates that the activation of newly-joining WSAPs follows a Poisson
distribution, and B indicates that a service duration time follows a bounded Pareto
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Table 2: Parameters for evaluation of the cross-layer framework.
Description Unit Value
N number of channels 30, 50
R default service radius m 120, 180
A unit area πm2 25
m number of WSAPs per A [0.025: 0.025: 0.05]
ρ density of WSAPs (=m/A) [0.001-0.02]
ϕ duty cycle 1.0
k min session duration time sec 120
p max session duration time sec 2400
E(Td) mean session duration time sec 333
µ session termination rate 10.8
distribution. With the N number of white space channels, the second N indicates
that newly-joining WSAPs will fail to search unoccupied channels if the number of
activated neighboring WSAPs is greater than N . In addition, Table 2 shows the
values of parameters for evaluating dynamic spectrum management. We refer to the
duration time of speech of 120 seconds as the minimum session duration time [12]
and 12 times the duration time to watch web videos [20], 192 × 12 seconds, as the
maximum session duration time.
A newly-joining WSAP will send one report message to the RRM server since the
WSAP should connect to the RRM server to retrieve the spectrum map. Since the
average inter-arrival time of two consecutive report messages follows an exponential
distribution, and its average is expressed as E(Tarr) = 1/δ = 1/ρπR
2, in which δ is
the average number of active WSAPs, ρ is the density of the WSAPs, and R is the
average distance of service coverage. The average service duration time, which follows
















where ω is 1.2 [49]. With k and p in Table 2, we have E(Td) = 333 seconds, and
µ = 10.8 is calculated by 3600
E(Td)
. We estimate the blocking probability, PB(δ, µ), and
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(1− PB(δ, µ)). (3)
In our analysis, instead of δ, Nβ represents the average number of WSAPs, which is
expressed as
Nβ = ρϕπ R
2, (4)
where ϕ is a duty cycle of WSAPs, and ρ = m/A is the density of WSAPs, in which
m is the average number of WSAPs, and A is the unit area. This disseratation sets
ϕ to one, which means one call per hour for every WSAP. Even though ϕ is one
in theoretical analysis, the activities of spectrum allocation and release are based
on one service life cycle. For example, E(Td) in Table 2 refers to the mean time of
one white space channel occupied by one WSAP. This indicates that one channel
will be dynamically allocated to a newly-joining WSAP for E(Td) seconds. When the
WSAP terminates one session, it may turn into a dormant state, and it will release the
channel. Using (2), (3), and (4), we can calculate the expected number of activated
WSAPs, E(Nβ), with the following equation:
E(Nβ) = EN(Nβ, 1/E(Td)). (5)
In fact, depending on the accuracy of spectrum sensing methods or the probability of
detection (Pd), newly-joining WSAPs have a possibility to fail to detect the E(Nβ)
number of neighboring WSAPs. Thus, we define E
′
(Nβ), which reflects the accuracy
of spectrum sensing methods in the calculation of the expected number of detected








{(Pd)Pi + Pf (1− Pi)}, (6)
where Pi is the probability of the occupancy of the i
th channel at any time, and Pf
is the probability of false alarm. If WSAPs attempt to access all channels equally, Pi
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becomes equal to E(Nβ)/N , and we have a simplified E
′
(Nβ) = (Pd−Pf )E(Nβ)+N×
Pf . However, spectrum sensing methods can make mistakes such as miss detection,
which can detect unoccupied channels as occupied, and false alarm, which can detect
occupied channels as unoccupied. Thus, we can calculate the number of channels




{(1− Pf )Pi + Pf (1− Pi)}. (7)
Using E
′




N − E ′(Nβ)
, (8)
and in theoretical analysis, we exploit Rs as χ in the algorithms.
2.4.1 Accuracy of Extended Spectrum Map
Since the performance of the proposed framework relies on the accuracy of the ex-
tended spectrum map, we studied the extend to which Rs is affected by the environ-
ments of white space and the accuracy of spectrum sensing methods. According to
(8), Pd, Pf , ρ, µ, and E(Nβ) are key parameters for evaluating the performance of
Rs. Thus, we define previous five parameters as the evaluation parameters for Rs and
the values of the parameters for the analysis of the performance of Rs. By applying
the values to (8), we evaluate the extend to which our framework performs according
to Rs.
Figure 7(a) illustrates the expected number of occupied channels for Pd = 1 and
Pf = 0 when the density of WSAPs (ρ), the average rate of service time (µ), and
the expected number of simultaneously activated WSAP, E(Nβ), are known. With
µ = 10.8 and N = 30, the expected number of occupied channels reaches around
half of 30 when ρ reaches approximately 0.004. In the case of N = 50, the expected
number reaches around half of 50 when ρ reaches approximately 0.006. Based on
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 Ν = 50
 Ν = 30
(a) ρ ≈ 0.004
(b) ρ ≈ 0.006
(a) An ideal case












The AP Density (ρ)
 Ν = 30 with no error
 Ν = 30, Pf = 0.01, Pm = 0.01
























)  Ν = 50 with no error
 Ν = 50, Pf = 0.01, Pm = 0.01
 Ν = 50, Pf = 0.05, Pm = 0.1
(b) An practical case



































 Ν=50, Pf = 0.01, Pm = 0.01
 Ν=30, Pf = 0.01, Pm = 0.01
 Ν=50, Pf = 0.05, Pm = 0.1 
 Ν=30, Pf = 0.05, Pm = 0.1
(a) ρ ≈ 0.008
(b) ρ ≈ 0.012
(c) Spectrum Sensing Reliability Index (SSRI)
Figure 7: The expected number of activated WSAPs with R = 120m and errorless
spectrum sensing methods when the density of WSAPs (ρ), the average rate of the
service time (µ), and the expected number of activated WSAPs, E(Nβ), are known
(Subfigure (a)). vs. the expected number of activated WSAPs with erroneous spec-
trum sensing methods (Subfigure (b)). Subfigure (c) depicts the extent to which the
Spectrum Sensing Reliability Index (SSRI) is affected with the known Pm, Pf , ρ, µ
and E(Nβ).
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these observations, we decide the range of the density of WSAPs for the theoretical
analysis of spectrum sensing from 0.002 to 0.02, and we regard ρ beyond 0.008 as the
situation in which most channels are occupied. For N = 50, we select the range of ρ
from 0.010 to 0.018 in the analysis.
With given Pm(= 1− Pd), Pf , ρ, µ, and E(Nβ), we analyzed the extent to which
they affect Rs. As depicted in Figure 7(b), with Pm = 0.01 and Pf = 0.01, the
difference of E(Nβ) and E
′
(Nβ) is about one channel. Even with a high probability
such as Pm = 0.1 and Pf = 0.05, the difference between E(Nβ) and E
′
(Nβ) is less
than five for N = 30 and N = 50. Thus, we disregard the impact of miss detection
or false alarm in the calculation of the number of detected neighboring WSAPs in
theoretical analysis. Figure 7(c) illustrates the calculated Rs with Pi = E(Nβ)/N .
With a low probability of miss detection and a low probability of false alarm, Rs has
a bigger value than Rs with a high probability. For example, with Pm = 0.01 and Pf
= 0.01, Rs is greater than 0.9 for both N = 30 and N = 50 while Rs for Pm = 0.1
and Pf = 0.05 is less than 0.8 and 0.5 for N = 30 and N = 50 respectively. Rs with
ρ = 0.008, which approaches 0.5 for N = 30, approaches 0.5 for N = 50 with ρ =
0.012. According to the observation of label (c) in Figure 7(a), E(Nβ) reaches almost
N = 30 and 50 at ρ = 0.008 and 0.012 respectively. Thus, the analysis confirms that
the RRM server can provide a reliable spectrum map when Rs is greater than 0.4,
and we can set the threshold, χ, used in Algorithm 1/2/3, for γ to 0.4. We do not
evaluate the performance of the proposed framework with Rs ≤ 0.4.
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2.4.2 Probability of Success in Channel Search
With a typical spectrum sensing approach, we can estimate the probability of success
in a channel search with the following equation:






























where Sn is a set of channels from 1 to N , and Skc is a set of k chosen channels
that are marked as unoccupied as the cth combination among all possible ways of
choosing k channels from N total channels. Ps is zero when E(Nβ) is greater than
or equal to N , and channel reusability, which can accommodate more WSAPs than
the E(Nβ) number of WSAPs at one location, is not studied but in Chapter 5.
However, with the extended spectrum map, we have two steps of spectrum sensing:
the first spectrum sensing and the second spectrum sensing. Thus, we cannot use
(9) to calculate the probability of success in a channel search with the extended
spectrum map. Let Pi(t) denote the probability of the occupancy of the i
th channel
at time t, which we refer to as occupied or unoccupied according to the results of
spectrum sensing. Thus, at any time t, Pi(t) for occupied channel should be Pd
while Pi(t) for unoccupied channels should be Pf . In addition, we can calculate the
number of channels on ST by N − E(Nβ). Between two report messages, over a ∆t
period, we can estimate the number of the newly-activated neighboring WSAPs by
ψ(∆t) = ∆t/E(Iβ), where E(Iβ)(= 1/ Nβ) is the inter-arrival time of the two report
messages with Nβ. These activations can occur without the notification of the RRM
server. In other words, the newly-joining WSAPs that are not registered to the RRM
server probably occupy ψ(∆t) channels among N − E(Nβ) unused channels. This
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unawareness of the activation of unregistered WSAPs can be possible since old-style
WSAPs prefer a conventional spectrum map server instead of the RRM server. Now,
after 4t, we can estimate Pi(t+ ∆t) with the following equation.





, E(Nβ) < N. (10)
In (10), we are not concerned with E(Nβ) ≥ N . In fact, this dissertation assumes
that the WSAPs can find at least one or more unoccupied channels after performing
spectrum sensing, which means that E(Nβ) is always less than N . Otherwise, as
introduced in Chapter 5, newly-joining WSAPs should conduct any spectrum sharing
methods. Now, using (9) and (10), we estimate the probability of success in finding
















, i ∈ ST,
(11)
where eφ∆t aims to reflect the degradation of Rs, P
′
d is the probability of detection of
WSAPs that prefer spectrum sensing with the extended spectrum map, and Rs(t) is
the Rs of the WSAP sending the report message at time t. With 1/ Nα, we estimate
E(Iα), which is the inter-arrival time of two report messages with Nα, which is the
average number of WSAPs that connect to the RRM server. In our analysis, we
estimate Nα with a given ν (ν = Nα/ Nβ). In addition, φ is a scale parameter that
controls a degradation range. For example, as φ approaches zero, Rs(t)/e
φ∆t decreases
more smoothly compared to the case of φ approaching one. As registered WSAPs
increases, E(Iα) approaches E(Iβ), and thus, φ approaches zero. This coincides in
the fact that the RRM server can trust more the spectrum map with a high ν than
the spectrum map with a low ν. With a low ν, since E(Iα) becomes greater than
E(Iβ), φ approaches one resulting in a bigger decrease of Rs(t)/e
φ∆t.
While neighboring WSAPs that do not enroll in the RRM server occupy ψ(∆t)
channels among N−E(Nβ) unused channels, some activated WSAPs will release their
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operating channel during the ∆t time, which will increase the probability of success
in the second spectrum sensing. In fact, we expect that ∆t µ
3600
channels will be released
during the ∆t time. However, if ∆t µ
3600
is greater than ψ(∆t), newly-joining WSAPs
will occupy the channels released during the ∆t time, resulting in no change between
Pi(t+ ∆t) and Pi(t). While Pfs(t,∆t) represents the expected probability of success
in the first spectrum sensing, Pfs(t) represents the highest probability of success in
spectrum sensing if all the channels on ST remain in the current occupancy status,
occupied.
Figure 8(a) and (b) with ν = 0.8 and Rs = 0.9 illustrate that the probability of
success in a channel search approaches 80% when ρ is less than or equal to 0.008
for N = 30 and 0.014 for N = 50. Thus, we can have a high probability of success
in a channel search in the first spectrum sensing until ρ becomes greater than the
saturation point. In addition, with a low Rs such as ν = 0.4 under a low population
such as ρ = 0.004 or 0.006, WSAPs with the extended spectrum map can still perform
around 80% success in a channel search in the first spectrum sensing. However, the
RRM server, which fails to receive the spectrum sensing results of WSAPs within a
certain time such as Rto, cannot properly update γ, resulting in a low chance of success
in the first spectrum sensing with a rather unreliable spectrum map. When the RRM
server has the expiration of the Rto (= E(Iα)) timer, the RRM server restarts the
timer while γ of all channels in the spectrum map exponentially decreases. Figure
8(d) illustrates the extent to which Pfs decreases if the RRM server fails in retrieving
the next expected report message. Nevertheless, the decrease in Pfs with a low ρ such
as 0.002 or 0.004, is insignificant as depicted in label (a) of Figure 8(d) even after the
RRM server has the third consecutive expiration of an Rto timer. However, we can
observe the drastic decrease in Pfs with a high ρ. For instance, as depicted in label





































Time periods between two report messages
 ρ = 0.004
 ρ = 0.006
 ρ = 0.008
 ρ = 0.010
 ρ = 0.012
(a) Pfs(t=0) ≈ 0.81
0 2∗(Ε(Ια)/6) 4∗(Ε(Ια)/6)      Ε(Ια)
(b) diff = 0.48
(c) diff = 0.78



































Time periods between two report messages
(a) Pfs(t=0) ≈ 0.81
 ρ = 0.010
 ρ = 0.012
 ρ = 0.014
 ρ = 0.016
 ρ = 0.018
(b) diff = 0.30
(c) diff = 0.57
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 ρ = 0.008
 ρ = 0.010
 ρ = 0.012
Time periods between two report messages
 ρ = 0.004
 ρ = 0.006
(a) Pfss(t=0) ≈ 0.81
(b) E' (Nβ) > = N
2∗(Ε(Ια)/6) 4∗(Ε(Ια)/6)      Ε(Ια)0











(b) Pfs for  = 0.008 is 
dropped  sharpely. 
(a) Pfs for  = 0.002 ~ 0.008
when the first Rto is expired   





















  = 0.002
  = 0.004
  = 0.006
  = 0.008
  = 0.010
  = 0.012
Time periods without the next report message
(c) Pfs for  > 0.008
when the first Rto 
is expired   
(d) Pfs(t) for Rto expirations with ν = 0.8 for N
= 30.
Figure 8: With the spectrum sensing reliability index, Rs = 0.9, the analysis results
of the expected probability of success in the first spectrum sensing, Pfs(t), with
R = 120m and N = 30 in (a) and (c) are presented. In subfigure (b), for N =
50, ρ varies from 0.010 to 0.018. Subfigure (a) and (b) illustrate that a higher ρ
contributes to the drastic drop of the probability of success, which we observe in
labels (c) of subfigure (a) and (b). In subfigure (c), with a lower ν = 0.4, Pfs still
approaches 80 % for ρ = 0.004 and ρ = 0.006. A subfigure (d) depicts the extent to
whichPfs will decrease if we have consecutive expiration of Rto timers
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When the WSAP fails in the first spectrum sensing, the WSAP launches the
second spectrum sensing against either all channels or channels that were not included
on ST . This dissertation assumes that on the second spectrum sensing, the WSAP
excludes the channels included on ST of the first spectrum sensing. During the ∆t
time, P
′
i (t+ ∆t), i ∈ Sn − ST , for occupied channels is expressed as
P
′











Using (12), the probability of success in a channel search on the second spectrum
sensing, Pss, is expressed as













As shown in Table 3 and 4, as ρ increases, Pss increases until ρ meets the saturation
point, for example, 0.008. After the saturation point, since further new arrivals
should be denied because of the absence of unoccupied channels, the second spectrum
sensing could have a similar performance. With a longer service distance, Pss of
WSAPs, which experienced the failure of the first spectrum sensing at early time
compared to the case of WSAPs with a shorter service distance, increases. The
previous observation reveals that the proposed framework can provide stable and
predictable performance as long as we have proper operation parameters such as
ρ and ν for every location through the learning stage of the spectrum map for all
locations. In addition, while the enhanced accuracy of spectrum sensing methods can
contribute to the improvement of the accuracy of the spectrum map, the proposed
framework can also contribute to the improvement as more WSAPs register to the
RRM server. The analysis demonstrates that the RRM server requires over 40% of
all WSAPs that register to the server and provide their spectrum sensing results.
2.4.3 Average Spectrum Sensing Time
We estimate the expected total spectrum sensing time with a conventional spectrum
sensing approach, which scans all white space channels, with the following equation:
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Table 3: The expected success probability of the second spectrum sensing, Pss(t),
with Rs = 0.9, R = 120m, and N = 30.
TimePeriod ρ = 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010 0.012
0 0.475 0.671 0.743 0.762 0.768 0.770
5×(E(Iα)/6) 0.485 0.679 0.749 0.767 0.772 0.775
Table 4: The expected success probability of the second spectrum sensing, Pss(t),
with Rs = 0.9, R = 180m, and N = 30.
TimePeriod ρ = 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010 0.012
0 0.698 0.766 0.771 0.773 0.774 0.774
5×(E(Iα)/6) 0.705 0.770 0.775 0.777 0.778 0.778
E(Tss) = N × ts, where ts is a time that takes for sensing one channel. We calcu-
late the expected total spectrum sensing time with the proposed dynamic spectrum
management, E(Tss)(t) in (14), as the sum of the expected time in the first spectrum
sensing and the expected time of the second spectrum sensing.
E(Tss)(t) = (N − E(Nβ)) ts + (1− Pfs(t))E(Nβ) ts. (14)
In the first spectrum sensing, the number of channels on ST is N −E(Nβ), and thus,
the average time in the first spectrum sensing is calculated by (N −E(Nβ)) ts. Since
the number of channels for the second spectrum sensing is E(Nβ), the average time
in the second spectrum sensing is calculated by E(Nβ) ts.
Figure 9(a) and (b) illustrate the expected spectrum sensing time with ν = 8.0
and ts = 10 ms [15]. In contrast to 300 ms (= 10 ms × 30 channels) of the conven-
tional approach, with the extended spectrum map, the expected spectrum sensing
time, E(Tss)(t), is below 300 ms. In addition, as ρ approaches the saturation point,
E(Tss)(t) decreases. For example, in Figure 9(a), E(Tss)(t), which does not change
until ρ approaches 0.008, decreases after ρ becomes greater than 0.008, which we can
also observe in Figure 9(b). In addition, E(Tss)(t) with ν = 0.4 is below 200 ms, as
depicted in Figure 9(c), with ρ = 0.002 and ρ = 0.006. However, from ρ = 0.008,
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(c) E(Tss)(t) with ν = 0.4 for R = 120 m.
Figure 9: With the spectrum sensing reliability index, Rs = 0.9, the analysis results of
the expected spectrum sensing time, E(Tss)(t), with N = 30 are presented. Subfigure
(b) is the analysis results of E(Tss)(t) for R = 180 m. Three subfigures depict that
E(Tss)(t) rather steeply increases when ρ becomes greater than a saturation point.
In subfigure (c), with a lower ν = 0.4, E(Tss)(t) still could be reduced significantly
when ρ is less than or equal to 0.008.
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expiration of the Rto timer can highly occur. The previous observations confirm that
increase in the number of WSAPs supporting the extended spectrum map can shorten
the total spectrum sensing time.
2.4.4 Burden of Updating the Spectrum Map
We expect that the extended spectrum map requires only dozen bytes to be added to
a message that WSAPs use to connect to a conventional spectrum map server when
they start their operation. The added bytes will be used to indicate the occupancy
status of all white space channels, and our proposed framework requires one more con-
nection to the RRM server compared to a conventional approach. The conventional
retrieval of the spectrum map occurs once when WSAPs start their service while our
proposal requires two retrievals when WSAPs connects and disconnects to the RRM
server. Let denote bw the number of bits in the message for the conventional retrieval
of the spectrum map, and then, we can calculate the total bandwidth of retrieving the
spectrum map with bw×ρ. Our scheme requires 2×ρ×(bw + (N × size(S,W,C, γ)),
where N is the maximum number of available white space channels, size(S,W,C, γ)
is the number of bits for storing channel information for one white space channel,
and 2 means that our scheme updates two times related to the activation and the
de-activation of WSAPs. In addition, we expect that computational complexity is ig-
norable since channel information is simply updated using Algorithm 3, and updating
the accuracy index, γ, is also not complicated.
2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we propose the cross-layer spectrum map management framework that
can enhance the efficiency of spectrum sensing with the cooperation between white
space access points (WSAPs) and the extended spectrum map server, the RRM server.
The RRM server that manages a location-based spectrum map can assist WSAPs
to shorten the total spectrum sensing time. Since the accuracy of the spectrum
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map depends on the accuracy of spectrum sensing methods, the RRM server should
acquire the assistance from a certain number of WSAPs that provide their spectrum
sensing results of a higher accuracy of spectrum sensing methods. Theoretical analysis
demonstrates that for the high accuracy of the spectrum map, the number of WSAPs
supporting the proposed framework should be greater than 0.4 times the total number
of all WSAPs including registered and unregistered to the RRM server. In addition,
the theoretical analysis confirms that the expected total spectrum sensing time can
be saved up to 50% as the number of registered WSAPs increases.
The proposed framework assists not only newly-joining WSAPs to improve their
starting operation with the shortened total spectrum sensing time, but also already-
activated WSAPs to shorten their intermediate spectrum sensing time in the active
state. Upon detecting unexpected appearance of incumbent users, all WSAPs perform
spectrum sensing while their session is alive. For instance, in [15], WSAPs perform
spectrum sensing at least once every 60 seconds, and within two seconds, WSAs is
to vacate their operating channel if they detect the appearance of any incumbent
users on their operating channel. To minimize the burden of spectrum sensing in
every 60 seconds, we expect that WSAPs will scan their operating channel and one
more channel, instead of all channels, at each periodic scan as the WiFiTM devices
do. WSPAs can use the saved time to transmit more user data as a result of de-
crease in the number of channels for spectrum sensing. With the assistance of the
proposed framework, activated WSAPs can recognize the appearance of incumbent
users if neighboring WSAPs informed the RRM server of the existence of primary
users. This cooperation between WSAPs and the RRM server can contribute to the
early vacancies from white space channels. Based on these observations, we expect
that the proposed cross-layer framework that integrates WSAPs and the RRM server




III Fast Retrieval of the Spectrum Map
This chapter introduces the extent to which Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
(DHCP) operations can assist WSDs to retrieve the spectrum map earlier than the
usual way that they retrieve from the spectrum map server after the DHCP opera-
tions.
3.1 Motivation of Fast Retrieval of the Spectrum Map
For the retrieval of the spectrum map, newly-joining WSDs need the Internet con-
nection, which means they have to have the previously connected wireless networks
like cellular or WiFiTM networks. Thus, after they set up the Internet connection
over cellular or WiFiTM networks, they connect to the spectrum map or RRM server
for the retrieval of the spectrum map of a current location. Using either Global Po-
sitioning System (GPS) or network-based location mechanisms, they can determine
their current location. In the sequential occurrence of the setup of cellular or WiFiTM
networks and the retrieval of the spectrum map as depicted in Figure 10, they have
a possibility of having the second time of the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
(DHCP) operations for the IP assignment as depicted in step 9 of Figure 10. The main
idea of this chapter is to shorten the interval time between two DHCP operations by
embedding the retrieval of spectrum map during the first DHCP operations. For the
fast retrieval of spectrum map, we propose extending the DHCP protocol that is able
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Figure 10: The general call flow of the handover from WiFi TM to White Space
Network
or WiFiTM networks. During the DHCP operations for the IP assignment of cellular
or WiFiTM networks, the DHCP server connects to the RRM servers to retrieve the
spectrum map and includes the retrieved spectrum map inside the DHCP messages
that will be delivered to the DHCP clients. In our proposal, we also extend the spec-
trum map providing not only the channel-occupancy information but also the list of
available access networks. Similarly to the approach of [44], the extended spectrum
map can assist the DHCP clients to select the least traffic load of an access network
among multiple networks. The enhanced DHCP server can provide its location infor-
mation if the DHCP clients can not determine or offer their location as [1] suggests.
In addition, as [27] proposes, the enhanced DHCP server can dynamically manipulate
the list in accordance with preferable access networks of the DHCP clients. However,
in this chapter, we present the modified setup procedures for the fast retrieval of the
spectrum map of open white space channels and define the new options that can be
included in DHCP messages and used for the fast retrieval of the spectrum map.
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The rest of this chapter consists of the following sections: Section 3.2 describes
the conventional approach of extending the role of the DHCP server and presents our
approach to shorten the total setup time for the retrieval of the spectrum map. Section
3.3 describes the analytical model for the performance evaluation of our proposal, and
Section 3.4 presents the analysis results. Section 3.5 describes the conclusions of this
chapter.
3.2 Extension of the DHCP
At [1], the DHCP server only provides its location information not the spectrum
map to the DHCP clients although this provision can be useful to the clients when
they can not determine their location under certain circumstances such as inside
buildings. In other study [4] [9] [14], the DHCP servers are still limited to assist the
session continuity, mobility management of mobile devices, or the awareness of secured
network location. Our approach is to allow the DHCP server to assist the retrieval
of the spectrum map directly from the RRM servers. Thus, compared to previous
research, in our approach, the DHCP server acts as the main controller for assisting
the DHCP clients to retrieve the spectrum map in advance. We have two approaches
on the implementation of our proposal: aggressive and cautious approaches.
3.2.1 Aggressive Approach
According to the message sequence of the typical DHCP operation, since a DHCP
Discover is usually the first message, the clients can include a new DHCP field op-
tion (ANMReqInd) that indicates their desire to retrieve a list of connectable access
networks (ANM:Access Network Map) in a current location. For this operation, we
define an additional DHCP field for location information (LocInfo) in the DHCP Dis-
cover message, and the DHCP clients include their location information in the LocInfo
option. However, when the DHCP clients cannot offer their location information, the
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Figure 11: The new call flow of the DHCP in the aggressive approach.
the DHCP server uses their location information as the location information of the
DHCP clients. Figure 11 depicts the new call flow of the retrieval of the spectrum
map with the aggressive approach. The DHCP client that connects to any popular
access network such as WiFiTM networks includes the ANMReqInd option and the
LocInfo option in the DHCP Discover message as depicted in step 1 of Figure 11, and
the DHCP server 1 retrieves a list of connectable access networks, ANM, from the
RRM server using the LocInfo option retrieved from the DHCP Discover message or
its own location information. The DHCP server 1 sends the DHCP Offer message
with the retrieved ANM to the DHCP client, and then, the client performs the han-
dover to the new access network, white space network (WSN), as depicted in step
5 of Figure 11. Afterward, the client has two options: restarting the IP assignment
with the new DHCP server, the DHCP server 2, as depicted in steps 6-9 of Option
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Figure 12: The new call flow of the DHCP in the cautious approach.
server 1 as depicted in steps 6-7 of Option 2. However, the DHCP client can have
more options like it still remains in the current access network or uses the retrieved
ANM later for the mobility management as it moves to neighboring cells.
3.2.2 Cautious Approach
Instead of the DHCP Discover message, as depicted in step 4 of Figure 12, the DHCP
clients can deliver the ANMReqInd in a DHCP Request message. The DHCP server
will not send the DHCP Offer, which is the response of the DHCP Discover message, if
the DHCP clients are not authorized users or devices. Thus, in this passive approach,
they only request the ANM when they retrieve the DHCP Offer message that contains
the assigned IP address so that they can retrieve the required ANM in a DHCP
Ack message. Thus, they wait their settings of the IP address and configuration
parameters until they retrieve the DHCP Ack message. In this case, they can switch
their working access network to the new one among available access networks in
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accordance with the retrieved ANM. Since they use DHCP Request and Ack messages
generally for renewing or confirming the current IP address, they can use this defensive
approach for the handover after they use a cellular connection for a while rather than
an immediate handover from a newly connected WSN.
As the aggressive approach does, they have two options. However, in the first
option, they send the DHCP Release message either in parallel during the new IP
assignment with the DHCP server 1 or shortly afterward when the new IP assignment
is over successfully as depicted in step 9 of Option 1.
3.3 Analytical Model
To evaluate the performance of the enhanced DHCP, we define the evaluation metric:
the probability of the success in call setup and handover with the enhanced DHCP.
This metric is to estimate the enhancement in the network utilization of white space
networks with our proposal.
3.3.1 Network Model and Evaluations Procedures
We assume that WSDs connect to cellular or WiFi TM networks to retrieve the
information of white space channels permitted for the broadband Internet access as
depicted Figure 11 and Figure 12 . Thus, in performance analysis, the principle of
channel access allows only one white space network to operate on one white space
channel, and after all white space channels are occupied, newly-joining WSDs have
to wait until any channel is released or conduct spectrum sharing methods. With
this occupancy policy, one white space network per channel, not only the evacuation
of WSDs from their operating channel proclaimed by incumbent users but also the
protection of already-activated WSNs can be effectively supported. Thus, we adopt
the M/M/n/n queuing model as the evaluation model for our proposal since the
M/M/n/n queuing model well matches with the occupancy policy. To evaluate the
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Figure 13: Queuing model for the performance evaluation of the extended DHCP
arbitrary new and handover calls, one stream is for handover calls with the assistance
of the RRM server or the enhanced DHCP, and the last one is for remaining calls
that experienced a handover failure. T1, T2 and T3 are the timeout parameters for
the 1st input stream, the 2nd input stream, and the 3rd input stream respectively [22]
. We evaluate the performance of our proposal with the following procedures:
• First, with the queuing model as depicted in Figure 13, we estimate the utiliza-
tion of white space networks with conventional handover from cellular or WiFi
TM networks to white space networks.
• Second, we estimate the utilization of white space networks with the handover
of our proposal.
After conducting two evaluation procedures, we analyze the extend to which our
proposal decreases the setup time with the assistance of the enhanced DHCP.
We define Tsa to stand for the call setup time of arbitrary new or handover calls,
Thr to stand for the call setup and handover times with the assistance of the RRM
server, Thd to stand for the call setup and handover times with the enhanced DHCP
server, and Tcr to stand for the spent time on the handover that was failed. Based
on the previous definitions, we can assume Tsa < Thd < Thr < Tcr. For the first
evaluation, we set T1 to Tsa, T2 to Thr and T3 to Tcr, and for the second evaluation,
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we set T1 to Tsa, T2 to Thd and T3 to Tcr. We use (15) to estimate the probability of














, Ti−1 < t ≤ Ti, (15)
where W iE(t) =
N−λ
N−ΛiE2,Nθi−1e
−(N−Λi)t is the ordinary Erlang waiting distribution of
the ith input stream, N is the total number of open white space channels, and E2,N










, θ0 = 0, Λ4 = 0, (16)
where λ is the total arrival rate, which is expressed by λ =
∑3
k=1 λk = Λ1. With
(16), as (2.4) of [22], we use Pto = Πi(t) =
∫ t
0
W i(t) dt, i = 1, 2, 3 to calculate the
probability of timeout for input stream 1, 2 and 3. Thus, we define λ4 as the new
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where µ is the service rate, and ρ
′
(= λ4/µ) is a revised traffic intensity. λ4 for the
first evaluation, which aims to analyze the performance of the network consisting of
conventional new calls with handover calls with the assistance of the RRM server in
a conventional way, is expressed by λF4 = λ1(1−Π1(Tsa)) + λ2(1−Π2(Thr)) + λ3(1−
Π3(Tcr)). λ4 for the second evaluation, which aims to analyze the performance of the
network consisting of conventional new calls with handover calls with the assistance
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of the enhanced DHCP, is expressed by λS4 = λ1(1−Π1(Tsa))+λ2(1−Π2(Thd)+λ3(1−
Π3(Tcr)). Thus, we calculate Ps for the first evaluation with λ
F
4 while we do Ps for the
second evaluation with λS4 . Before conducting the previous evaluation procedures, we
need to figure out how much time we can save from the setup time with our proposal.
3.3.2 Setup Time of Network Selection
In our proposal, the DHCP clients conduct the last steps, the connection to the
external resource management server and the retrieval of a list of connectable access
networks, between the DHCP Discover and the DHCP Offer or between the DHCP
Request and the DHCP Ack. Let denote Tα the setup time of the link layer of WiFi
TM or cellular network and denote Tβ the setup time of the link layer of alternative
access network, for instance, white space network. In addition, let denote Tγ the
elapsed time between the DHCP Discover and the DHCP Ack and denote Tδ the
time spent for the retrieval of a list of connectable access networks.
The total time of the call setup and handover with the RRM server in a conven-
tional way is expressed as Thr = Tα + Tβ + 2× Tγ + Tδ. The conventional mechanism
requires two times of the DHCP initial operation while our proposal does one and
half or one time of it for the option 1 and the option 2 respectively. Thus, the total
of the hand-over with our proposal is expressed as Thd = Tα + Tβ + φ× Tγ + ψ × Tδ,
where φ is 1.5 or 1, and ψ is the constant value ( ≤ 1) that calculates a reduced
time as a result of merging the retrieval of the list of the ANM. If the DHCP server
1 once retrieved the ANM of the location, it can present the retrieved ANM without
connecting to the external resource management server. Thus, in this case, ψ is zero.
In performance analysis, we ignore the impact of increase in packet loss because of
increase in the packet size to contain proposed options in DHCP messages. According
to [48], the packet size in user datagram protocol (UDP), which is a transmission con-
trol protocol for DHCP, has the minimum impact on the loss rate such as 0.2 or 0.1%
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Table 5: Parameters for the performance valuation of the enhanced DHCP.
Description Unit Value
N number of channels 30
λ arrival Rate [1/17-1/50]
k min session duration time sec 120
p max session duration time sec 2400
E(Td) mean session duration time sec 333
µ session termination rate 1/333
Tα L2 setup time of WiFi
TM sec 2.5
Tβ L2 setup time of White Space sec 3.5
Tγ DHCP setup time sec 1
Tδ a retrieval time from the RRM sec 2
with different packet size. Thus, we assume that increase in the DHCP messages has
no significant impact on increase in the packet loss rate. The difference of the setup
time, Tdf = Thr − Thd, has a maximum value when ψ is zero while it has a minimum
value when ψ is one. Thus, for the option 1, the maximum difference is 0.5×Tγ +Tδ,
and the minimum difference is 0.5 × Tγ. For the option 2, the maximum is Tγ + Tδ,
and the minimum is Tγ.
3.4 Numerical Results
Based on latency budget of WiFiTM systems defined in [3], we define the values of
parameters in Table 5 for the numerical evaluation. We use the same values of k, p,
E(Td), and µ defined at Table 5 and Section 2.4 of Chapter 1. The layer 2(L2) setup
of WiFi TM consists of 802.11 scan, association and authentication procedures, and
from [3], we have Tα = 2.5 seconds that is approximate to the sum of the worst case.
We also have Tβ = 3.5 seconds for the L2 setup of white space devices, and it is one
second greater than the L2 setup of WiFi TM because of a burden of scanning more
channels.
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3.4.1 Decrease in Setup Time
With given Tα = 2.5, Tβ = 3.5, Tγ = 1, and Tδ = 2, as the DHCP server can store
the retrieved ANM in their local memory or storage, which means ψ reaches zero,
Tdf increases up to 3 seconds or 2.5 seconds. The update between the DHCP server
and the RRM server in accordance with the update of the ANM causes increase in
Tdf . However, the frequent update becomes a burden of network traffic between the
DHCP server and the RRM server. In this case, since ψ nears one, Tdf decreases to 1
second or 0.5 second. In the selection of an active access network, the DHCP clients
with our proposal can expect the fast entry as long as ψ is less than one.
In fact, ψ is not greater than one since the extended DHCP server launches the
update of the ANM in accordance with the activation of the new clients. If the ANM
only provides a list of the available access networks, the list will not be so frequently
updated until new access networks are added. In addition, even if the ANM also
contains dynamic channel information of wireless environments, the ANM will be
updated in proportional to the number of changes occurred in wireless environments
of access networks. For instance, with the extended spectrum map defined in Chapter
1, as more WSDs are activated, more changes in a list of unoccupied white space
channels occur to match the changed channel occupancy status, which results in
more updates in the ANM. However, sometimes, the activation of new clients will
not change the ANM if the clients decided not to operate on white space. Thus, we
regard that the one update of the ANM between the DHCP server and the RRM
server is equal to or less than the one retrieval of the ANM from the RRM server.
That is a reason why ψ is equal to or less than one.
3.4.2 Probability of the Success of Call Setup
We set Tsa to 4.5 = Tβ + Tγ with the assumption that WSDs have the cache about
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devices can directly execute the layer 2 setup of white space networks. We set Thr to
10 = Tα + 2 × Tγ + Tβ + Tδ as the normal call setup and handover with the RRM
server, and we set Thd to 7.5 = Tα + 1.5 × Tγ + Tβ. The difference, 2.5, between Thr
and Thd refers to Tdf that is described at the previous section. For Tcr, we set it to
12 = Thr + 2 as the time in the failure of the handover trial. For the simplicity of
analysis, we set λ1, λ2, and λ3 to the same value. At the first evaluation, we have
three inputs, normal calls (λ1, Tsa), call setup and handover with the RRM (λ2, Thr),
and calls residing after the handover is failed (λ3, Tcr) while at the second evaluation,
we have (λ1, Tsa), (λ2, Thd), and (λ3, Tcr). We observe that Pto = Π2 of (λ2, Thr) is
greater than Pto = Π2 of (λ2, Thd) as depicted in Figure 14. At λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 0.058,
the difference is over 0.05, and the difference decreases as λ1, λ2, and λ3 decrease.
Those observations indicate that the handover with the enhanced DHCP has a less
probability of timeout compared to the probability of timeout for the conventional
handover.
Since our proposal contributes to decrease in the number of new arrivals requiring
hand-over to the WSN to be expired, it results in increasing ρ
′
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λ4 as depicted in Figure 15(a). Label (a) of Figure 15(a) shows that the difference
of traffic intensity between ρ
′
of λS4 and ρ
′
of λF4 is about 1.12. This means that
among N = 30, our proposal can accommodate one or more WSDs compared to the
conventional approach. As depicted in label (a) of Figure 15(b), with our proposal,
Ps of one wireless device is 0.028 less than Ps of another device with the conventional
approach since the utilization with our approach reaches the limit, N = 30 earlier
than the utilization of the conventional approach. With asymmetric arrival rates
of λ1, λ2, and λ3, which λ2 is two times greater than λ1 and λ3, we observe that
the difference between ρ
′
of λS4 and ρ
′
of λF4 is about 0.5 at λ1 = λ3 = 0.033 and
λ2 = 0.066. In addition, when λ2 is the half of λ1 such as λ1 = 0.07 and λ2 = 0.035,
the difference is about 0.7. We observe the similar results that ρ
′
with our approach
reaches the limit (N = 30) more closely than ρ
′
with the conventional approach with
the most cases of asymmetric arrival rates. Previous observations confirm that our
proposal with the enhanced DHCP can increase the network utilization compared to
the conventional approach with the RRM server.
3.4.3 Delay in the Internet access
As a drawback of our proposal, delay in the IP assignment of the WiFiTM or 3G net-
work can cause the DHCP clients to experience delay in the Internet access. Through
maintaining previously retrieved spectrum maps, the DHCP servers can decrease this
delay. Let denote D the delay in the retrieval of the spectrum map from the RRM
server at the DHCP server, which is expressed by
D = d0 + (Pm × d1)× (1− Pf ) + Pf × d2, (19)
where d0 is the internal delay of the DHCP server for the IP assignment, Pm is the miss
rate in finding the spectrum map among the stored spectrum maps, and d1 is the delay
time for retrieving the spectrum map from the RRM server. Pf is the probability of
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Figure 16: Calculated delay in the retrieval of the spectrum map
the case of the retrieval of the spectrum map failed. For the conventional approach,
D is d0, and for the simplicity of the analysis, we set d0 to zero. Thus, compared
to the conventional approach, the delay penalty is (Pm × d1) × (1 − Pf ) + Pf × d2.
We set d1 to Tδ = 2 and d2 to the two times of Tδ as the timeout. Figure 16 depicts
the results of the calculated delay using (19). When Pf is less than or equal to 50%,
the calculated delay is less than Tδ = 2 regardless of what Pm is. With Tdf = 2.5
presented in the previous section, we can expect that our proposal at least shortens
half a second. This observation indicates that the RRM server can offer the spectrum
map with a less delay (≤ Tδ) if Pf and Pm are less than or equal to 50%. As more
spectrum maps are internally stored, decrease in the miss rate will result in decrease
in the delay of retrieving the spectrum map. This delay can be deteriorated if we
have the DHCP server and the RRM server integrated as one server.
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3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we propose the enhanced DHCP that extends DHCP messages to
include spectrum map. Our proposal aims to reduce a signaling overhead for han-
dover from the conventional access networks to the alternative networks, white space
networks. We propose the retrieval of the spectrum map during the DHCP operation
for the first IP assignment and expect that the embedded retrieval of the spectrum
map can contribute to increasing the network utilization. In performance analysis, we
conduct numerical evaluation with handover cases from cellular or WiFiTM networks
to white space networks. According to the analysis results, as the arrival rate,λ,
reaches a certain level, which means we have no more unoccupied channels, with the
enhanced DHCP, we can accommodate up to one or more white space devices, and
as a result, the network utilization increases. We expect that we can further use this
fast retrieval for any new ranges of open spectrum for the broadband Internet access.
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CHAPTER
IV Frequency-domain Coexistence Beacon
This chapter introduces the frequency-domain coexistence beacon that aims to im-
prove the probability of detection with a low cost hardware.
4.1 Motivation of Frequency-domain Coexistence Beacon
Conventional spectrum sensing techniques can be classified into feature detection and
energy detection as shown in Table 1. According to recent research work evaluated
spectrum sensing methods, the evaluation results indicate that pilot detection per-
forms better, particularly at a low SNR under high noise uncertainty [26]. With the
narrow bandwidth of the DTV pilot, we can have a higher SNR of the DTV pilot
than that of 6 MHz [38]. The increase in SNR contributes to a better detection of
DTV signals at a rather low SNR compared to other spectrum sensing methods. For
the protection of incumbent users, since all spectrum sensing schemes should detect
DTV signals at a low SNR, such as -116 or -107 dBm [25], the DTV pilot detection
scheme is a desirable solution for DTV signal detection.
The main idea in this chapter is to adopt the DTV pilot detection scheme to detect
the signals of white space devices (WSDs). Like the DTV pilot that has the narrow
bandwidth of 10 kHz, we propose assigning a frequency-domain coexistence beacon
(FCB) at the same location of the DTV pilot in white space channels for beacon
usage. However, since the range of pilot locations can vary, we assign 100 kHz for the
FCB while the actual bandwidth for WSDs that transmit their coexistence beacon
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frames is 10 kHz. To detect transmitted coexistence beacon frames, we expect that
other WSDs will execute a DTV pilot detector that can detect the beacon frames.
The rest of this chapter consists of the following sections: Section 4.2 presents a
working mechanism of the proposed scheme, and Section 4.3 presents the extent to
which the proposed scheme improves the probability of detection in energy detection-
based spectrum sensing. In addition, Section 4.3 describes a network model that
is defined to evaluate the proposed scheme, the FCB. In addition, this section also
presents the extent to which the detection improvement increases the total capacity
of white space channels. Section 4.4 presents another network model that is defined
to evaluate the additional scheme for supporting channel bonding or aggregation and
also demonstrates the extent to which the extended FCB contributes to the savings of
the total spectrum sensing time in need of supporting channel or aggregation. Section
4.5 summarizes the proposed and evaluated scheme in this chapter.
4.2 Frequency-domain Coexistence Beacon for White Space
Applications
Figure 17 illustrates the channel structure when WSDs implement the proposed pi-
lot detection scheme. To support the proposed scheme, we have to implement a
transceiver for the FCB. We have two ways of implementing the FCB as the follow-
ings: the FCB carrying a single tone, a so-called “FCBv1”, or the FCB broadcasting
coexistence beacon frames, a so-called “FCBv2.” For one, at the transmitter, we can
adopt a simple coexistence beacon generator, and then, its output signal will be com-
bined with data signals at a baseband system. The beacon generator can produce
any type of data frame as well as a simple tone such as the DTV pilot tone. This
flexibility enables us to define a proper frame structure after we design the coexistence
operating scenarios of WSDs with the FCB. At the receiver, we can adopt the DTV
pilot detector without hardware increment.
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Figure 17: A new proposal of white space channel for the proposed pilot detec-
tion scheme. The proposed scheme assumes that the total power of 10 kHz of the
frequency-domain coexistence beacon is equal to the total power of energy detection
of 100 kHz of 6 MHz.
supporting channel bonding or aggregation, which is to allow WSDs to operate on
multiple channels when user applications running on the WSDs require more band-
width than the bandwidth of one channel [5]. The previously proposed FCB (FCBv1)
aims to increase the probability of detection in spectrum sensing by narrowing the
bandwidth for spectrum sensing. Thus, new newly-joining WSDs with the FCBv1
shall still conduct spectrum sensing against all channels one by one regardless of con-
cerning the owner of channels or how many channels one neighboring WSD occupies
now. If the newly-joining WSDs can recognize the owner of occupied channels and/or
what channels the neighboring WSD operates on in advance, they can save the total
spectrum sensing time by sensing only one of the channels assigned to the neighbor-
ing WSD. In this chapter, additionally we propose extending the FCBv1 to broadcast
coexistence frames about channel information for WSDs, particularly operating on
multiple channels. Inside the coexistence beacon frames broadcasted in the FCB of
the channels assigned to one WSD, channel information of the channels, which are
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assigned to the WSD, shall be included. For instance, if one WSD occupies ith and
(i+k)th channels, in the FCB coexistence beacon frames of the ith channel, the WSD
can embed the (i+k)th channel identification. Thus, any newly-joining WSDs nearing
the WSD can avoid scanning the (i+ k)th channel when they retrieve the FCB coex-
istence frames on the ith channel. The FCB broadcasting coexistence beacon frames
(FCBv2) is expected to contribute to decrease in the total spectrum sensing time as
more WSDs are in need of multiple channels through channel bonding or aggregation.
In the matter of implementation of the FCBv2, on a transmitter, we can adopt a
simple FCB generator that creates the FCB pilot signals from the FCB coexistence
beacon frames. The transmitter can combine the pilot frequency converted from the
pilot signals with modulated signals of user data, which come out from an analog-to-
digital converter (ADC). On a receiver, we can adopt zero or near zero IF receiver
architecture [7] for processing the FCB pilot signals without an additional cost. How-
ever, the details of the transceiver systems for two versions of the FCB are beyond
the scope in this dissertation. The following paragraphs describe the benefits of the
FCB for the purpose of improvement in the coexistence of WSDs.
Using the FCBv1 or FCBv2, we can have a longer service coverage of WSDs
than that of conventional energy detection-based WSDs. The transceiver for the
proposed scheme assumes that the total power of the FCB( ≤ 10 kHz) [38] should
be equal to the total power of 100 kHz of 6 MHz measured by energy detectors. If
the signal power of 6 MHz is evenly distributed, the concentration of the transmit
power over 10 kHz assures that the signal strength of 10 kHz is stronger than that
of the data sub-channel in the proposed scheme. Because of a strong signal, the
coexistence beacon frames of the proposed scheme can cover a longer distance than
data frame, and a longer service coverage increases the probability of detecting other
active WSDs.In addition, since the total power of 6 MHz with our method might be
equal to the total power of 6 MHz of energy detection, which transmits user traffic
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on 6 MHz, we can expect WSDs that have only energy detectors can achieve similar
performance of detecting the infrastructure-based WSDs implementing our method.
This achievement indicates that the proposed scheme can be applied easily, and it can
also provide compatibility with other WSDs not supporting the proposed scheme.
Along with extending service coverage and maintaining compatibility with conven-
tional energy detection-based WSDs, the increase in SNR with the proposed scheme
also increases the likelihood of detecting other WSDs, and we can estimate the
amount of increased SNR by referring to the noise power and the signal power of
the FCB. Since the signal power of the FCB is equal to that of energy detection
of 100 kHz of 6 MHz, the signal power of the FCB can be expressed as the total
signal power of 6 MHz (TS) −10 log10(6MHz/100kHz) = TS − 17.8 dB. The noise
power of the FCB can be also expressed as the total noise power of 6 MHz (TN) -
10 log10(6MHz/10kHz) = TN−27.8 dB. Thus, the SNR of the FCB can be expressed
as TS −TN + 10 dB after extracting the signal power of 10 kHz from the noise power.
Since TS − TN is the total SNR of 6 MHz, the proposed scheme can add 10 dB more
to the SNR compared to the SNR of a typical energy detection. Section 4.3 presents
the analysis of the extent to which WSDs with an enhanced SNR effectively detect
other WSDs. The proposed scheme could more effectively assist WSDs if they have
only energy detectors.
With the improved detection probability, the proposed scheme can reduce poten-
tial interference that WSDs may cause to each other. White space applications can
potentially cause interference to their neighbors if they select their operating channel
among the channels that are falsely detected as unoccupied. In addition, the improve-
ment with the proposed scheme directly contributes to enhancing the performance of
coexistence mechanisms between WSDs since they rely on the accuracy of spectrum
sensing. Based on the results of spectrum sensing, if WSDs fail to find unused chan-
nels, they perform coexistence mechanisms such as the ITPA-based spectrum sensing
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Table 6: The threshold,λ, with fixed u and Pf .
u P̄f = 10
0 10−1 10−2 10−3 10−4 10−5 10−6
1 0.02 4.60 9.21 13.81 18.42 23.02 27.63
2 0.02 7.77 13.27 18.46 23.51 28.47 33.37
proposed defined in Chapter CH5. The increased likelihood of detection with the
proposed scheme can support better performance of coexistence mechanisms, and the
improvement in coexistence contributes to less interference to neighbors and more
accommodation of newly-joining WSDs. Since more active WSDs increase the total
network capacity that is the sum of throughput of all active WSDs operating on white
space channels, we can expect that the proposed schemes compensate for the loss of
throughput experienced by each white space application after the proposed schemes
are deployed.
4.3 Performance Analysis of FCBv1
4.3.1 Analysis of Detection Probability
To evaluate the performance of the FCBv1, this section presents the probability of






, where u is the number
of samples for energy detection, γ is a SNR, and λ is the threshold of an energy

















In addition, the probability of false alarm is expressed as Pf = Γ(u, (λ/ 2))/ Γ(u),
where Γ is the upper incomplete function. For Pf = [10
0 : 10−6], Table 6 shows the
values of λ for u = 1, 2. (Refer to Section 4.6.) If SNR (γ) follows the Nakagami-m










γ̄ ), γ > 0, (21)
where γ̄ is the average of SNR. Ifm is one, fγ,nak is the pdf of the Rayleigh distribution.
By integrating Pd to fγ,nak(γ), the average detection probability of Nakagami-m fading
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Table 7: Parameters for performance evaluation of theFCBv1 in the probability of
detection.
Description Unit Value
u the number of samples [1, 2]
γ̄ SNR dB {10, 20}































Table 7 shows the values of parameters to calculate P̄d,nak. With given two tables,
Tables 6 and 7, we implement MATLABTM codes to calculate (22), and Figure 18
depicts the results of the numerical calculation of P̄d,nak for u = 2 and γ̄ = 10, 20 dB.
With γ̄ = 10 dB, labels a) and b) of Figure 18(a) illustrate that the results of the
proposed scheme is greater than over 10% in Pd with Pf = 10
−1 compared to the
results of a typical energy detection. As labels c) and d) demonstrates, the difference
is about 20% in Pd with Pf = 10
−2. The difference in Pd becomes even more as
Pf nears 10
−6. With γ̄ = 20 dB, the improvement of P̄d,nak is a little as depicted
in labels a) and b) of Figure 18(b). In fact, since γ̄ = 20 dB is a high SNR, energy
detection using the FCBv1 can also have a higher probability of detection than that of
a typical energy detection. Thus, the proposed scheme can more effectively enhance
the performance of spectrum sensing with a low target SNR and a low Pf than that
with a high target SNR and a high Pf .
4.3.2 Analysis of Network Capacity Increase
To examine the extent to which improvement in the probability of detection affects
the network performance of white space channels, in this chapter, we adopt the
M/G/m/m queueing model as done in previous chapters. Table 8 shows the val-
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(b) A comparison of P̄d,nak for SNR(γ̄) = 20 dB
Figure 18: The average probability, P̄d,nak, of detection in a typical energy detection
and the proposed pilot detection scheme. The SNR of the proposed scheme is 10 dB
greater than the SNR of energy detection.
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Table 8: Parameters for performance evaluation of the FCBv1 in network capacity.
Description Unit Value
N number of channels 30
R default service radius m 120
ρ the density [0.001-0.02]
k min session duration time sec 120
p max session duration time sec 2400
E(Tarr) mean session duration time sec 333
µ session termination rate 10.8
Table 9: the difference of the expected number of detected WSDs between energy
detection using the FCBv1 and a typical energy detection.
ρ = 0.004 0.008 0.012 0.016 0.02
difference 1.5079 2.4307 2.5895 2.6333 2.6525
proposed pilot detection on the M/B/N/N model. In addition, we exploit this model
in the performance analysis of the FCBv2.
4.3.2.1 Analytical Model
Using (3), we calculate the expected number of active WSDs, E(Nb). In fact, depend-
ing on spectrum sensing accuracy, newly-joining WSDs cannot successfully detect the
E(Nb) number of other WSDs. Thus, we define E
′
(Nb) as representing the expected









{(Pd)Pi + Pf (1− Pi)}, (23)
where Pi is the occupancy probability of the i
th channel at any time. If all channels
have the equal probability of being occupied by WSDs, Pi becomes equal to E(Nb)/N ,
and we have a simplified E
′
(Nb) = (Pd − Pf )E(Nb) +N × Pf .
4.3.2.2 Analysis of Network Capacity Increase
To evaluate the improvement of network capacity, we require estimating the expected

































Pd = 0.95, Pf = 0.1
Pd = 0.86, Pf = 0.1
Figure 19: The expected number, E
′
(Nb), of occupied channels with R = 120m.
Symbols for Pd ≈ 0.95 represent E
′
(Nb) of FCBv1-based energy detection while
symbols for Pd ≈ 0.86 represent E
′
(Nb) of a typical energy detection with SNR(γ̄) =
10 dB and u = 2.
detection in energy detection using the FCBv1. With a fixed Pf = 10
−1, γ̄ = 10 dB,
and u = 2, as depicted in label b) of Figure 18(a), energy detection using the FCBv1
has Pd ≈ 0.95 while a typical energy detection has Pd ≈ 0.86. Using the simplified
E
′
(Nb) defined in the previous section and the values of parameters in Table 8, we can
calculate E
′
(Nb) of energy detection using the FCBv1 with Pd ≈ 0.95 and E
′
(Nb) of a
typical energy detection with Pd ≈ 0.86 as depicted in Figure 19. When the density,
ρ, increases, E
′
(Nb) of FCBv1-based energy detection becomes greater than E
′
(Nb)
of a typical energy detection over two, which indicates that the proposed scheme can
contribute to accommodating two more newly-joining WSDs, as shown in Table 9.
Using E
′
(Nb) of FCBv1-based energy detection, we can estimate the expected total
capacity, Ttot, of white space channels. We define Ttot as the total throughput of the
medium access control (MAC) of all activated WSDs, and thus,Ttot is expressed as
Ttot = E
′
(Nb)× Tmac, where Tmac is the average MAC throughput. The data rate or
the MAC throughput, Tmac, on WSDs using FCBv1-based energy detection decreases
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Table 10: The increase of a total MAC throughput of white space channels.
ρ = 0.004 0.008 0.012 0.016 0.02
increase 42.09 Mbps 67.11 71.42 72.60 73.12
since the bandwidth for delivering user data decreases, and the exacerbation of the
MAC throughput is proportional to a loss of 100 kHz for user data transmission. For
instance, with the data rate mode of 23.74 Mbps [15] and the ratio of 5.9MHz / 6
MHz, we can estimate the degradation of the MAC throughput at around 0.40 Mbps
(=23.74 - 23.34 Mbps). Although the proposed scheme has to abandon 0.40 Mbps, the
total capacity of white space channels increases when WSDs support the proposed
scheme as shown in Table 9. In the calculation of Ttot, we adopt 23.74 Mbps as
Tmac that the WSDs using a typical energy detection can achieve and 23.34 Mbps as
Tmac that the WSDs using FCBv1-based energy detection can achieve. In addition,
we adopt E
′
(Nb) values for two detection schemes from E
′
(Nb) of Figure 19. After
the density = 0.008 as the saturation point that is depicted in label (a) of Figure
19, the difference of between two cases becomes greater than two. Table 10 shows
that after the saturation point, using FCBv1-based energy detection, we can expect
increase in the total network capacity over 70 Mbps compared to that of a typical
energy detection. The previous two subsections reveal that the proposed scheme
can improve the performance of energy detection by increasing the probability of
detection, and this improvement increases the total network capacity of white space
channels. We expect that energy detection using FCBv1 works effectively in any
wireless environment especially when the measured SNR with energy detection is
rather low. Regardless of the physical distance between WSDs, a low SNR occurs
if many obstacles exist between WSDs, and this situation can be highly possible if
WSDs are inside buildings. In this case, WSDs using conventional energy detectors
cannot easily have a high SNR; however, if they adopt the proposed scheme, we expect
that they can have a high SNR.
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Figure 20: Queuing networks for performance evaluation
4.4 Performance Analysis of FCBv2
4.4.1 Queuing Network for Evaluation of FCBv2
Figure 20 illustrates the details of queuing networks that are defined for the per-
formance evaluation of the FCBv2 and consist of two embedded queuing models,
M/Hk/1 and M/B/N/N. On M/Hk/1, since newly-joining WSDs can request a dif-
ferent number of channels as their operating channels at a different portion of an
arrival rate (= λ), the activation of the newly-joining WSDs requesting the k chan-








). In performance evaluation, we have k = 3, which means
every WSD can occupy up to 3 channels. We have the number of channels, N = 30,
a default service coverage, R = 120 m. Also, we exploit all evaluation parameters
defined in Table 8.
4.4.1.1 Average Number of Active WSDs
To analyze the extent to which the FCBv2 affects the utilization of white space
channels when WSDs have a permission to operate on multiple channels, we define
the average number of occupied white space channels, E(Nc), that is calculated by
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j=1(1/j)αj} × E(Nc). In the calculation of E
′′
(Nb), all
activations of WSDs have the same probability of success in the channel assignment,
which means that activated WSDs continue to transmit the signals if they have at
least one assigned channel regardless of how many channels they originally required.
Using PB, we calculated three blocking probabilities, PB1 = PB with N for blocking
probability of k = 1, PB2 = PB with N − 1 for blocking probability of k = 2, and
PB3 = PB with N − 2 for blocking probability of k = 3. As depicted in Figure 21, we
observed that the difference between PB1 and PB3 is less than or equal to 0.05. Thus,
we apply the same probability of success in the channel assignment for k = 1, 2, 3 to
the calculation of E
′′
(Nb). From Section IV of [50], we adopted Pm = 0.14, which
is the probability of miss detection, for a typical energy detection and Pm = 0.05 for
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Figure 22: The average number of active WSDs ( E
′′
(Nb) versus E(Nb) ) with α1,
α2, and α3
energy detection using the FCBv2. In addition, we have α2 = α3 = (1 / 2) (1 −α1)
with α1 = [0.0 0.5 1.0]. Figure 22 illustrates that E
′′
(Nb) of energy detection using
the FCBv2, which is represented by the solid symbols, is two greater than E(Nb) of a
typical energy detection, , which is represented by the open symbols, through all cases
of α1 when ρ reaches a saturation point such as ρ = 0.008. After the point, which
means that we have no more unoccupied channels, the difference between E
′′
(Nb) of
energy detection using the FCBv2 and E(Nb) of a typical energy detection is steadily
maintained over two. This means that we can have two or more newly-joining WSDs
to be accommodated using the FCBv2 coexistence beacon frames. Thus, the FCBv2
itself can enhance the capacity of white space channels with channel aggregation or
bonding compared to the case only having a typical energy detection.
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Figure 23: The total spectrum sensing time, Tss, of a WSD conducting FCBv2-based
energy detection
4.4.1.2 Total Spectrum Sensing Time
As the second evaluation metric, we define a total spectrum sensing time, which is
expressed as the following equation.





(1/j)αj)} × Ts, (25)
where Ts is the spectrum sensing time for scanning one channel. As (1 − Pm) nears
one, we have a better chance to retrieve successfully coexistence beacon frames in the
FCB of one channel among channels assigned to a neighboring WSD. This results in
only spending (1/j)× Ts seconds with the probability, αj. With Ts = 10 ms [15], as
depicted in labels (a) and (b) of Figure 23, numerical results demonstrate that we can
have up to 100 ∼ 200 ms decrease in Tss that a WSD spends to conduct one cycle of
spectrum sensing using the FCBv2 compared with Tss of a typical energy detection,
which is equal to Tss of FCBv2 with α1 = 0.0, after a saturation point = 0.008, when
α1 is equal to or less than 0.5. Thus, as the density of WSDs is greater than a certain
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level like a saturation point as illustrated in Figure 23, the FCBv2 can contribute to
the decrease of the total spectrum sensing time.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we propose a pilot detection scheme for WSDs that assigns a frequency-
domain coexistence beacon at the same position of the DTV pilot to transmit a pilot
tone or the coexistence beacon frames. Those frames can broadcast channel infor-
mation of channel bonding or aggregation. We can adopt the DTV pilot detector to
detect the pilot signals of WSDs so that we can have a higher SNR as the DTV pilot
detection has. With a high SNR, WSDs can have the improved probability of detec-
tion, which means that more WSDs can activate themselves with less interference to
and better protection of incumbent users and/or neighboring WSDs. In addition, we
can implement FCBv1-based energy detection at a low cost by adopting the DTV
pilot detector. The analysis demonstrates that FCBv1-based energy detection can
achieve a better performance at a low target SNR and a low Pf . In addition, our
analysis confirms that the increased in the total network capacity compensates for the
exacerbation of the MAC throughput in an individual white space application. Thus,
we expect that the FCBv1 can improve the coexistence of WSDs with a little hard-
ware increment. In addition, the performance evaluation of the FCBv2 demonstrates
that the FCBv2 broadcasting channel information of channel bonding or aggregation
can contribute to not only increase in the capacity of white space channels but also
decrease in the total spectrum sensing time of newly-joining WSDs nearing any active










































. From the above
equation, the values of λ in Table 6 are calculated.
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CHAPTER
V Inter-cell Transmit Power Adaptation
This chapter introduces the collaboration-based transmit power control that supports
spectrum sharing between homogeneous and/or heterogenous WSDs with the assis-
tance of the RRM server.
5.1 Motivation of Inter-cell Transmit Power Adaptation
As mentioned in Chapter 1, WSAPs prefer collaborative TPC mechanisms such as
that of 3GPP self-organized network (SON), which operates under the rules of licensed
service providers. However, since WSAPs operate in an unlicensed mode, they have no
tightly centralized controllers as the assistance of the collaborative TPC mechanism.
Instead of tightly centralized controllers, we could consider to use other centralized
or distributed controllers, suggested in [8] [10] [11] [52] [53] [42] [43], but since those
controllers have no authority on channel management, all previous work do not involve
the change of channel configuration such as a current transmit power. However, we
believe that those controllers can assist heterogeneous WSAPs to negotiate their new
transmit power. Based on this perspective, we suggest the collaboration-based TPC,
a so called “inter-cell transmit power adaptation (ITPA),” and the ITPA decision
algorithm that aims to support the negotiation-based TPC between WSAPs.
The rest of this chapter consists of following sections: Section 5.2 describes the
proposed ITPA algorithm and the extent to which the ITPA negotiation proceeds,
and Section 5.3 defines the evaluation metrics for theoretical analysis of the ITPA
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algorithm. In addition, Section 5.3 presents all equations and conditions applied to
evaluate the ITPA algorithm and the evaluation results. Section 5.4 presents the
simulation analysis of the ITPA algorithm-based coexistence mechanism, and Section
5.5 summarizes this chapter.
5.2 Inter-cell Transmit Power Adaptation Algorithm
To estimate the power margin that neighboring WSAPs can afford to adjust, the ITPA
algorithm requires three calculation functions: a distance between two WSAPs, the
amount of increase in a noise floor, and the expected received signal strength (RSS)
of the signals of WSAPs measured at associated clients.
5.2.1 Basic Functions
To calculate a distance between two WSAPs, the algorithm selects a proper path loss
model by referring to location and channel configuration information. We assume
that WSAPs broadcast not only location information such as an address or a location
type – indoor or outdoor – but also channel configuration information such as their
current transmit power, Ptx, the worst path loss between them and their associated
clients, and their target SNR, Psnr. Let us assume that neighboring WSAPs operate
on the ith channel, and newly-joining WSAPs select the ith channel as their operating
channel. The newly-joining WSAPs can estimate the path loss between them and
neighboring WSAPs using Pl = Ptx − Pmr, where Pmr is the measured RSS of the
signals of neighboring WSAPs at the center of the newly-joining WSAPs. With the
location type of neighboring WSAPs, the newly-joining WSAPs can choose a proper
propagation model and a fading model and then calculate the distance r between the
newly-joining WSAPs and the neighboring WSAPs using the inverse function of the
following equation: Pl = Ploss(r, f), where Ploss is the function of path loss models,
and f is the center frequency.
The signals of newly-joining WSAPs as interference generators cause the increase
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in the noise floor (PN) of neighboring WSAP as interference victims, and the increase
can be calculated using the following equation [28]:








− PN , (26)
where Per is the expected RSS of the signals of the newly-joining WSAPs at the d
distance from the center of neighboring WSAPs. Contrary to the fact that we can
acquire practically measured RSS of the signals of neighboring WSAPs at the center
of the newly-joining WSAPs, we can only estimate the expected RSS of the signals
of the newly-joining WSAPs at the center of neighboring WSAPs since newly-joining
WSAPs do not really transmit their signals. Instead, we can estimate the expected
RSS with the following equation: Per = Ptx − Ploss(d, f), where Ptx is the expected
transmit power of newly-joining WSAPs.
The expected RSS of the signals of neighboring WSAPs measured by clients as-
sociated with the neighboring WSAPs should be greater than or equal to the sum
of Psnr of the neighboring WSAPs, the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), PPR,
and the expected RSS of the signals of a newly-joining WSAP. Otherwise, the clients
cannot catch the signals of their master WSAPs because of the interference caused by
the signals of the newly-joining WSAP operating on the same channel. In addition,
the ITPA algorithm conduct the same thing against virtual clients associated with
the newly-joining WSAP. However, since the newly-joining WSAP has no associated
clients yet, the algorithm simply regards that the newly-joining WSAP has the same
clients of the neighboring WSAPs. Thus, the expected RSS of the signals of the
newly-joining WSAP at the virtual clients, should be greater or equal to the sum of
Psnr of the newly-joining WSAP, the PAPR, and the expected RSS of the signals of
the neighboring WSAPs. Now, we can define the desired difference, Pdiff , with the
following equation:











Figure 24: Reference model of the ITPA algorithm
where we take the PAPR of 10 dB in this paper, and the ITPA algorithm uses Pdiff to
check the availability of catching desired signals successfully by filtering out undesired
signals.
5.2.2 ITPA Algorithm Description
Figure 24 illustrates the reference model of the ITPA algorithm. Let a ngAP denote
a neighboring WSAP, and let a nAP denote a newly-joining WSAP. Using Prx that
is the measured RSS of the signals of the ngAP at the nAP and Ptx of the ngAP
as the parameters of the inverse function of chosen path loss models, the nAP can
estimate the distance, D1, between the center of the nAP and the center of the ngAP.
In addition, with Plrx that is the lowest estimated RSS at the clients of the ngAP
and Ptx of the ngAP, the nAP can also estimate the active service coverage, D2, from
the center of the ngAP to its clients that reported Plrx. Instead of a desired service
coverage, R, the ITPA algorithm regards D2 as an actual service coverage. Thus, the
expected RSS of the signals of the ngAP at the D2 distance from the center of the
ngAP should be greater than or equal to the new Pmin, which is the sum of Psnr, PN ,
and 4P , that should also reflect interference caused by the signals of the nAP. Since
Plrx is the worst path loss between the ngAP and its clients, the algorithm treats the
actual distance,D2, calculated with Plrx as the longest distance that the ngAP must
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cover.
Thus, as depicted in Figure 24, the strong signals of the ngAP should reach a
location, Lng, where is at the D2 distance from the center, to provide a better quality-
of-service (QoS) to associated clients than a requested QoS at the client that reported
the worst path loss. However, since we have to tackle the worst case about the location
of the clients, the algorithm assumes that Lng locates on a straight line between the
center of the ngAP and the center of the nAP. Meanwhile, the strong signals of the
nAP should reach a location, Ln, where is at the distance, Rn, from the center of
the nAP. Since the nAP has no real clients, the algorithm adopts D2 as the desired
service coverage, Rn of the nAP. Using (26), the ITPA algorithm estimates 4P ng at
Ln that is increase, caused by the potential interference from the ngAP, in the noise
floor of the nAP and Pdiff of the nAP using (27). As depicted in label (a) of Figure
25, the algorithm examines whether the expected RSS of the signals of the nAP, P nrx,
at Ln is greater than the new Pmin of the nAP, the sum of Psnr, PPAPR, and 4P ng,
and if not, the algorithm declares that the ITPA negotiation cannot proceed with
the ngAP. Otherwise, as depicted in label (b) of Figure 25, the algorithm examines
whether the difference between P nrx and the expected RSS of the ngAP, P
ng
rx , at Ln is
greater than or equal to Pdiff of the nAP. If it is, the ITPA algorithm, which regards
that the nAP can support its potential clients within a Rn service coverage, includes
the channel where the ngAP operates on into a target list of ITPA negotiation as
illustrated in (c) label. Lines 22-29 of Algorithm 4 represents the procedures whether
the nAP can accept the ITPA-based spectrum sharing on the channel where the
ngAP is operating. If the above operations indicate that the nAP can accept the
ITPA-based spectrum sharing, the nAP attempts to investigate whether the ngAP
can accept the activation of the nAP with revised channel configuration parameters
such as a new or default transmit power of the ngAP on the same channel. At Lng,
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Figure 25: Diagram of the extent to which the ITPA algorithm works
and Pdiff of the ngAP. With them, the algorithm examines whether the expected
RSS of the ngAP, P ngrx , at Lng is greater than or equal to the new Pmin, the sum of
Psnr, PPAPR, and 4P n. If not, the algorithm declares that the ITPA negotiation
cannot proceed with the given target channel, where the ngAP is operating on, Ptx
of the ngAP, and Ptx of the nAP. Otherwise, the algorithm examines whether the
difference between P ngrx and the expected RSS of the nAP, P
n
rx, at Lng is greater
than or equal to Pdiff of the ngAP. If it is, the ITPA algorithm regards that the
ngAP can still serve its clients within the D2 service coverage. Thus, the algorithm
concludes that the ngAP and the nAP can coexist on the same channel since both
APs can accept ITPA-based coexistence. Lines 30-43 of Algorithm 4 represents the
algorithm procedures that decide on whether the ngAP can accept the ITPA-base
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spectrum sharing. Before conducting the algorithm, the nAP should have the results
of spectrum sensing, which present the received coexistence beacon frames of detected
neighboring WSAPs.
The algorithm repeats all above procedures, which examine whether both the nAP
and the ngAP can coexist, with all possible changeable channel configuration. If the
algorithm finds any affordable channels for the ITPA-based spectrum sharing against
all channels listed in the spectrum map, the nAP initiates the ITPA negotiation to the
chosen ngAP through the controllers described in Chapter 1. If multiple candidate
ngAPs exist, the algorithm might select one of them that requires the least adjustment
of its transmit power. However, the proposed ITPA-based spectrum sharing allows
other selection approaches to replace the previous mechanism. Figure 25 illustrates
the call flow of the ITPA negotiation (refer to the next section). The ngAP has a
right to break the coexistence of its operating channel if the ngAP detects decrease
in service quality below its minimum SNR. This withdrawal of spectrum sharing
can occur when portable clients or the ngAP experiences throughput degradation so
they need to increases their transmit power. In this case, the nAP should switch its
operating channel to another unused or reusable channels immediately. Thus, the
nAP sharing the channel of the ngAP must continue to search unused channels to be
able to switch to the new channel immediately.
5.2.3 ITPA Negotiation
As depicted in steps 1-2 of Figure 26, the nAP can extract channel configuration
information of neighboring WSAPs, ngAPs, from retrieved beacon frames collected
during execution of spectrum sensing. Using them as input parameters of the ITPA
algorithm, the nAP is capable of choosing the candidate ngAP for the ITPA negoti-
ation as illustrated in step 3 of Figure 26. Through the Internet connection already
established, the nAP can conduct the ITPA negotiation for power adjustment with
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Algorithm 4 ITPADecision
1: procedure ITPADecision(M ,U ,V ,Rn)
2: S[ ]← 0
3: for each channel m ∈ M do
4: Begin
5: If the number of ngAPs in the channel m > 1 then
6: go to line 3;
7: for each TX pwr,u ∈ U , for the new AP do
8: for each TX pwr, v ∈ V , for the neighbor AP do
9: Begin
10: w ← FindITPACandidate(m,u, v,Rn)
11: If w 6= Null then







17: procedure FindITPACandidate(m,u, v,Rn)
18: set ngAP to link to the neighbor AP in the channel m
19: set nAP to link to the new AP running this algorithm
20: get D1, D2 and D3
21: If two APs are too close, (D1 < D2) then
22: return Null
23: get the desired difference, Pdiff , for nAP
24: get Pnrx from nAP ’s center to Ln at Rn distance
25: get Pngrx from ngAP ’s center to Ln
26: If Pngrx ≥ (Pnrx − Pdiff ) then
27: return Null
28: get 4Png caused by ngAP at Ln
29: If Pnrx ≥ (Pmin of nAP + 4Png) then
30: Begin
31: get the desired difference, Pdiff , for ngAP
32: get Pngrx from ngAP ’s center to Lng at D2 distance
33: get Pnrx from nAP ’s center to Lng
34: If Pnrx ≥ (P
ng
rx − Pdiff ) then
35: return Null
36: get 4Pn caused by nAP at Lng
37: If Pngrx ≥ (Pmin of ngAP + 4Pn) then
38: Begin
39: get ITPA success probability for nAP ,nP
40: get ITPA success probability for ngAP ,ngP
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1. Spectrum Map Retrieval




5. TPA Negotiation (from nAP)
6. Decision
7.Acceptance (with action time)
8. On action time, change 
a transmit power and 
monitor service quality 
for a while 9.Activation Notification 
10. Start its 
service
Figure 26: A message flow for the ITPA negotiation.
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the ngAP directly or indirectly through the RRM server (refer to steps 4-5 of Fig-
ure 26). The indirect method allows the ITPA algorithm to be operable between
heterogeneous WSAPs. As depicted in steps 6-9, the ngAP replies the acceptance or
rejection message to the nAP, and in a case of the acceptance, the reply message shall
include two time values, a starting time and a duration time, that is used to monitor
new transmit power settings. When the starting time begins, the ngAP first sets its
transmit power to the new value. Then, for the duration time, it continues to moni-
tor channel conditions about whether all associated clients do not experience a severe
performance degradation with the new transmit power. This grace time aims to let
the ngAP have a confidence with the new transmit power. If the ngAP determines to
accept the new transmit power as their transmit power, the ngAP informs the nAP
of the acceptance through the RRM server as depicted in step 9, and the nAP after
all sets its transmitter to the negotiated transmit power value.
5.3 Theoretical Analysis
For theoretical analysis, we define two evaluation metrics for evaluating the perfor-
mance of the proposed ITPA algorithm. We only consider the forward link of white
space channels since the majority of data transmission occurs in the forward link.
5.3.1 Network and Channel Models
We adopt the combinations of indoor and outdoor wireless environments and media
traffic as the respective reference network model and target application. In addition,
we adopt the random waypoint model as the mobility model of the white space clients,
WSDs, associated with neighboring WSAPs. Beside the success of spectrum sharing
through the ITPA, since the clients of neighboring WSAPs could move around the
coverage of the neighboring WSAPs, we need the mobility model to evaluate the
extent to two WSAPs operating on the same channel can be affected.
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5.3.1.1 Outdoor Channel Model
As the channel model for outdoor wireless environments, we adopt Log-normal shad-
owing [35] and exponential Rayleigh multi-path fading model [32] to calculate the
expected mean path loss of an outdoor path, P outloss, and the expected RSS (ERSS),
Prx, which are expressed as
P outloss(r, f, d0) = L0 + 10η log(r/d0) +X
Prx(Ptx, P
out
loss) = −(Ptx − P outloss(r, f, d0)) ln(1− τ),
(28)
where r is the distance of the outdoor path, and L0, which is equal to 10 log(c/4πf)
2,
is the path loss to the reference distance d0 (= 1 m). f is the channel frequency, c is
the light speed, and Ptx is the transmit power of the AP. η (= 3) is the log-normal
path exponent, X is a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with standard deviation, σ,
and τ is a random value between 0 to 1. In the theoretical analysis and the simulation,
the reverse function of (28) is used as the function to calculate the distance between
two locations. According to the characteristics of outdoor radio propagation loss, PN
is 6 - 174 + 10 log (6 MHz), ρ is from 0.001 to 0.004, and σ has 12 dB [21]. Rc is the
distance of sensing coverage, and in this chapter, we assume that the nAP can detect
ngAPs within Rc (= 500 m, which is over three times longer than 6 clusters × 30 m
average wall distance on IEEE 802.11n Model F [31]).
5.3.1.2 Indoor Channel Model
As the channel model for indoor network environments, we adopt a modified Keenan-
Motley model [46] as outdoor propagation loss, which is expressed as
P inloss = 38.46 + 20log10r + qW + Fn
(nf+2)/(nf+1)−0.46, (29)
where r is the distance of the indoor path, and W is the wall partition loss (assumed 5
dB), and F is the floor partition loss (assumed 18.3 dB). q is number of walls between
two locations, and nf is the number of floors between two indoor locations. Since
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the signals of one WSAP could travel over indoor-to-outdoor or outdoor-to-indoor
multiple times to its neighboring WSAPs, in theoretical analysis, we have the need
of modeling the ratio of indoor and outdoor paths between two APs. However, in
this dissertation, numerical evaluation randomly chooses one among [0.1:0.9, 0.3:0.7,
0.5:0.5, 0.7:0.3, 0.9:0.1] as the ratio of outdoor and indoor parts of a given distance,
which is the distance between two WSAPs.
5.3.2 Performance Evaluation Metrics
As the evaluation metric, we define an evaluation metric that calculates the probabil-
ity whether two WSAPs sharing the same channel can continue their service during
their overlapped activation time. We have three versions of the evaluation metric
according to the different movement models: the model with clients moving at a
constant speed and toward uniformly distributed destination, the model with the
time-stationary clients, and the model with the portable clients moving randomly.
Those metrics aim to asses whether during the overlapped activation time of two
WSAPs, they can successfully operate on the sharing channel without performance
degradation or with less performance degradation that does not affect the service
quality offered to their associated clients. Before three evaluation metrics, we need
the basic formulas required for defining the evaluation metrics.
5.3.2.1 Basic Formulas
According to the ITPA algorithm, the nAP declares the acceptance of the ITPA-
based spectrum sharing when the expected RSS of the nAP is greater than or equal
to the new minimum power P nmin = Psnr + PPAPR + 4P ng at the Ln location. In
addition, the nAP declares the acceptance of the ITPA-based spectrum sharing when
the expected RSS of the ngAP is greater than or equal to the new minimum power
P ngmin = Psnr + PPAPR + 4P n at the Lng location. For the numerical evaluation,
we define the probability of interference free (PIF) that calculates the probability
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that portable WSDs can successfully retrieve the signals of their desirable WSAPs by
overcoming interference caused by their neighboring WSAP sharing the same channel.
Thus, we derive the PIF of the nAP at Ln that is the probability that the following
two conditions are met. The first condition is that the expected RSS of the signals
of the nAP, P nrx, at Ln is greater than or equal to P
′
min. The second condition is that
the difference between P nrx and P
ng
rx , which is the expected RSS of the ngAP at Ln,
is greater than or equal to Pdiff . Based on the definition of the PIF for the nAP
described previously, the PIF for nAP at the Ln location is expressed as















Because the expected RSS follows the Gaussian distribution, we can estimate the PA of




tx, D) = Q((P
n
min−Prx(P vtx, Ploss))/σ),
where d is the distance to the center of a victim WSAP, Patx is the current transmit
power of the aggressor WSAP, Pvtx is the current transmit power of a victim WSAP,







2 dt is the Q-function
of the normalized Gaussian distribution with standard deviation, σ. P ′A is expressed
as P ′A = Q((PN + Pdiff +4P )− Prx(Ptx, Ploss))/σ).
Like PIFn, the PIF for ngAP at the Lng location is expressed as













where P ngrx is the expected RSS of the signals of the ngAP at Lng, and P
n
rx is the
expected RSS of the signals of the nAP at Lng as noise to the ngAP. Using (30) and
(31), we define a general formula for the probability of success in the ITPA negotiation





tx , Rn, D1, D2) = PIFn × PIFng. (32)
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tx and Rn are static
parameters and given as the input parameters to the algorithm. Thus, we assume
that the probability of the success in the ITPA negotiation varies only by D1 and D2.
To calculate the expected value, E(Dl1), of D1 with the l
th neighboring ngAP uses the























where fl(r) is the pdf of the l
th nearest ngAP within a given radius, r , and ρ is
the density of the WSAPs. Since D2 is the distance between associated clients and
the neighboring WSAPs, if the movement of the clients follows the random waypoint
model with a constant movement, the pdf of D2 is expressed as









where R is the maximum radius distance. For the analysis of evaluation metrics
for different configurations of the movement models, we adopt the pdf, fRP2(r, ø), of
the time-stationary distribution of a client location as the pdf of D2 for the time-
stationary clients and the pdf, fRP3(r, ø), of the next waypoint as pdf of D2 for the
next point [6], which are expressed as









B + 2rn arcsin(rn)− (B)E(r2n)), B = 1− r2n,
(35)
where rn is the radius from the center to (x, y) and divided by R, which its value




1− r2 sin2(ø))dø is the
complete elliptic integral of the second kind.
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5.3.2.2 The Probability of Continuity in the ITPA-based Spectrum Sharing with
a Constant Movement
Using (33) and (34), we define the expected probability of success in the ITPA nego-
tiation, E(Ps1(E(D
l










tx , Rn, E(D
l
1), r) dr. (36)
Using (36), we define the probability of continuity in the ITPA-based spectrum shar-
ing, SprITPA, with portable clients constantly moving over a circular area of a neigh-









(1− E(Ps1(E(Dl1), D2)} × fp(r, R)}












where fp(r0, rm) is the probability that the client (its distance is r0) stays within rm
during its movement time, and αN is the expected number of detected neighboring
APs. In the calculation, for all possible values of D2 from 1 to R, we calculate the
expected probability of continuity in the ITPA-based spectrum sharing with every
D2 value, which is calculated by the probability of success in the ITPA negotiation
multiplied by fp(r, R) as the weighted factor, and then calculate the average of all
calculated expected probability of continuity for all D2 values. In Section 5.3.4, we
investigate αN with respect to the fact that wireless channels can be reused if two or
more WSAPs have a significant distance from each other, and when one AP realizes
that all channels are occupied, the number of detected neighboring APs is usually
greater than the total number of white space channels.
5.3.2.3 The Probability of Continuity in the ITPA-based Spectrum Sharing with
a Time-stationary Location of Clients
While SprITPA aims to analyze the probability of continuity in the ITPA-based spectrum
sharing when the clients associated with the ngAP moves constantly, in this section,
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we analyze the probability of continuity in the ITPA when the clients are time-
stationary over a circular coverage of the ngAP. For performance evaluation of the
probability of continuity in the ITPA-based spectrum sharing with the time-stationary
clients, using (35) and (33), we define the expected probability of success in the ITPA
negotiation, E(Ps2(E(D
l
































min)× P ((P ngrx − Pdiff ) > P nrx)
P
′′
min = Pmin +4P (P atx, PN , fd3(r, ø)),
(38)
where r is the distance from the center of the ngAP to their clients, and fd3(r, ø) =√
(D1 + r cos(β))2 + (r sin(β))2 is the distance between the nAP and the clients asso-
ciated with the ngAP. In the calculation of SprITPA, we assume that associated clients
moves around between a straight line between two APs as the ITPA algorithm does.
However, in reality, the clients can move to around the coverage of the ngAP as
depicted in Figure 27, which means that Ps, PIFng, and Pmin should be redefined
to use fd3(x, y) to calculate D3. Using fp(r, R) and (38), we define the probability
of continuity in the ITPA-based spectrum sharing, SsrITPA, with the time-stationary









(1− E(Ps2(E(Dl1), D2)} × fp(r, R)}. (39)
As the calculation of SprITPA does, S
sr
ITPA calculates the average of the probability of
success in the ITPA negotiation that is weighted withfp(r, R) for all D2 values from
1 to R.
5.3.2.4 The Probability of Continuity in the ITPA-based Spectrum sharing with
the Next Waypoint
While SsrITPA aims to analyze the probability of continuity in the ITPA-based spectrum












Figure 27: A reference model for the analysis of the probability of continuity in the
ITPA-based spectrum sharing with a time-stationary location of clients.
circular area, in this section, we define the probability of continuity in the ITPA-
based spectrum sharing with the next waypoint. For performance evaluation of the
probability of continuity in the ITPA-based spectrum sharing with the next waypoint,
we define E(Ps3(E(D
l
1), D2)) that calculates the probability of success in the ITPA






















where E[T ] is the mean speed of portable clients when vmax and vmin are the maximum
speed and the minimum speed respectively. In our analysis, we adopt l = 0.905 ×
R, vmax = 0.01m/s, and vmin = 2m/s. E[Td] is the average activation time of
the WSAPs, and we calculate it with the minimum activation time, one hour, and
the maximum activation time, three hours, using a bounded Pareto distribution.
Based on the equations defined in (40), we define the probability of continuity in the
ITPA-based spectrum sharing with the next waypoint, SpcITPA, using the average of
E(Ps2(E(D
l
1), D2) and all E(Ps3(E(D
l
1), D2) during the overlapped activation time of
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Table 11: Parameters for the numerical evaluation of the ITPA-based spectrum
sharing
Description Unit Value
ρ density of WSAPs [0.001 ∼ 0.004]
Rio indoor versus outdoor 0.1:0.9 0.3:0.7 0.5:0.5 0.7:0.3 0.9:0.1
Ui unit length of indoor space m 10+5*rand
N number of channels 10 30 50 or 30
R default service radius m 120
Rc service coverage m 500
Ptx transmit power dBm 20 15 10
Psnr target SNR dB 10 20 30
Smin minimum activation time sec 1 hour










(1− E(Ps2(D1, D2)) +
∑E[Wn]E(Ps3(D1, D2)
E[Wn] + 1
} × fp(r, R)}.
(41)
5.3.3 Parameters for Numerical Evaluation
Table 11 presents the parameters for calculating the numerical results of three evalua-
tion metrics. As the previous chapters adopt, we adopt the media traffic as the target
application. Thus, we choose the values of evaluation parameters according to the
characteristics of indoor and outdoor channel environments and media traffic service.
To support the target bit error rate (BER) of 10−4 for media traffic service, we adopt
target SNRs of 10, 20 and 30 dB for QPSK, 16/32 QAM and 256 QAM modulations,
respectively [16]. As described in Section 5.3.1.2, the numerical evaluation randomly
chooses one among [0.1:0.9, 0.3:0.7, 0.5:0.5, 0.7:0.3, 0.9:0.1] as the ratio between out-
door and indoor paths of a given distance between two APs. In addition, since we
assume that the unit of one apartment is 10m × 10m, the unit length of indoor space
is around [10 ∼ 15] m. We assume that the WSAPs occupy their operating channel
from one hour to three hours, which will be enough time for associated white space
devices to process streaming or download media traffic.
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5.3.4 Calculation of Expected Number of Detected Neighboring WSAPs
To evaluate three metrics, we need to calculate the expected number of detected
neighboring WSAPs. Thus, we define the ratio of two numbers, called channel occu-
pancy rate (COR), which is expressed as
COR = α = Nng/N, (42)
where Nng is the number of detected neighboring WSAPs. To calculate the COR, we
conduct the simulation that distributes all inactive WSAPs within an area, π × R2c ,
where Rc = 500m is the maximum distance, and activates them one by one. Then,
the simulation counts the number of detected neighboring WSAPs of every activated
WSAP for all cases of the combination of N (= 10, 30, and 50) and Psnr (10, 20, and 30
dB), and calculates the average number of detected neighboring WSAPs for all cases.
In the calculation of the path loss, the simulation chooses randomly the ratio of indoor
and outdoor spaces between two WSAPs, Rio, the number of floors, and the number
of walls which the signals of the neighboring WSAP travel toward the center of the
newly-joining WSAP. To investigate the extent to which spectrum search with the
ITPA-based spectrum sharing or not, the simulation conducts two cases of the channel
assignment: one enables the ITPA-based spectrum sharing, and another disables the
ITPA-based spectrum sharing. The simulation enabling the ITPA-based spectrum
sharing estimates the calculated average number of detected neighboring WSAPs as
the COR with ITPA while the simulation disabling the ITPA does the calculated
one as the COR without the ITPA. The simulation as the numerical evaluation does
randomly chooses one among [0.1:0.9, 0.3:0.7, 0.5:0.5, 0.7:0.3, 0.9:0.1] as the ratio
between outdoor and indoor paths of a given distance between two WSAPs.
Tables 12 and 13 present calculated COR values of all cases with the ITPA and
without the ITPA respectively. We observed that the COR with the ITPA is greater
1 With N = 50 and ρ = 0.001, all activate APs succeeded in finding their operating channel.
They are excluded in the calculation of αn.
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Table 12: COR(α) without the ITPA for Psnr = 10, 20 and 30 dB
Psnr = 10 dB Psnr = 20 dB Psnr = 30 dB
Density N = 10 30 50 N = 10 30 50 N = 10 30 50
0.001 2.603 2.763 3.011 2.831 2.908 2.686 2.739 2.840 2.788
0.002 2.935 3.446 3.367 3.040 2.781 3.029 2.746 2.816 2.730
0.003 3.272 2.941 2.979 3.016 3.064 3.02 2.922 2.894 2.929
0.004 3.556 3.020 3.163 2.864 3.126 2.925 2.921 2.957 2.752
Avg. 3.092 3.043 3.130 2.938 2.970 2.916 2.832 2.877 2.799
Table 13: COR(α) with the ITPA for Psnr = 10, 20 and 30 dB
Psnr = 10 dB Psnr = 20 dB Psnr = 30 dB
Density N = 10 30 50 N = 10 30 50 N = 10 30 50
0.001 3.467 3.365 3.742 3.575 2.937 2.916 0 1 0 0
0.002 3.421 3.867 3.319 3.325 3.282 3.335 0 2.860 3.094
0.003 3.516 3.344 3.078 3.427 3.095 3.325 0 2.817 3.156
0.004 3.973 3.423 3.822 3.290 3.434 3.575 2.910 3.457 3.414
Avg. 3.594 3.500 3.490 3.405 3.187 3.288 2.910 3.044 3.191
than the COR without the ITPA over approximately 0.5. In addition, as the Psnr
increases, the COR value decreases since WSAPs require a more margin to meet a
higher SNR. For instance, in a case of the COR without the ITPA for a target SNR
= 10 dB and N=10, the COR is 3.092 while the COR is 2.832 for a target SNR =
30 dB. Based on all values on two tables, we calculate the average of α for N = 10,
30 and 50 as shown in Table 14. We have the mean of α, approximately 2.9, as the
mean of the COR without the ITPA and the mean of α, approximately 3.3, as the
mean of the COR with the ITPA. With α ≈ 2.9 and 3.3, we have αN ≈ 87 and 100
Table 14: Average of COR(α) with the ITPA vs. without ITPA for Psnr = 10, 20
and 30 dB
Average COR w.o. the ITPA Average COR w. the ITPA
α N α N α N α n
2.954 10 31 3.303 10 34
2.963 30 90 3.243 30 98
2.936 50 141 3.323 50 152
mean of α ≈ 2.9 mean of α ≈ 3.3
98
respectively, and based on previous observations, we define three values, 60/A, 90/A,
and 120/A, which A is the unit area (500m × 500m), as the density of WSAPs for





means that the expected number of detected active neighboring WSAPs is about
60, and we adopt 60, 90, and 120 to consider a variance in the number of detected
neighboring WSAPs.
5.3.5 Numerical Results
For our numerical evaluation, we select N = 30 as the total number of available
channels based on two reports of New American Foundation, Tech. Rep [33] [40].
5.3.5.1 SprITPA versus S
sr
ITPA
Figure 28 depicts the numerical results of the probability of continuity with the ITPA-
based spectrum sharing for constant moving clients, SprITPA, and the probability of
continuity with the ITPA-based spectrum sharing for time-stationary clients, SsrITPA
in a case of α ≈ 2.9 and the maximum floors (MF) = 2. The open symbols represent
SsrITPA while the solid symbols do S
sr
ITPA in Figure 28. For all cases of Psnr = 10
and 20 dB, we can expect over 30% in SprITPA and S
sr
ITPA, which means that 30%
of WSAPs failed to find their operating channel, can find their operating channel
through the ITPA-based spectrum sharing. In addition, as depicted in Figure 28(a)
and 28(b), when clients are time-stationary, for Psnr = 30 dB, we can also expect




ITPA shows increase over 2∼3% as depicted
in Figure 28(a) and 28(b). Thus, we expect that the ITPA-based spectrum sharing
with the time-stationary clients associated with neighboring WSAPs can achieve a
better success in the ITPA negotiation and continuity in service than the ITPA-based
spectrum sharing with a constant movement of clients. In a matter of the maximum
number of floors, at MF = 10, SprITPA and S
sr
ITPA in general are greater than S
pr
ITPA
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(b) The highest SsrITPA versus the highest S
pr
ITPA
Figure 28: SprITPA versus S
sr
ITPA with α ≈ 2.9 and MF = 2.
100
opposite to a fact that with the same density of WSAPs, a lower path loss occurs
at the area of higher stories so that it can contribute less chances in the success the
ITPA-based spectrum sensing, and in Section 5.4.4, we present the detailed analysis
about this awkward results by comparing to the simulation results.
We observe similar numerical results for the case of α ≈ 2.9 and MF = 10 as
depicted in Figure 29, which SsrITPA is greater than over 1∼2.5%. For the case of
α ≈ 3.3, the difference between SprITPA and SsrITPA is around 2% as depicted in Figure
30. Although both SprITPA and S
sr
ITPA have the least values at Psnr = 30 dB, either
with MF = 10 or with α ≈ 3.3, SprITPA and SsrITPA have over 30%. Thus, within less
than 3% in variance, the numerical results of SprITPA and S
sr
ITPA demonstrate that
the ITPA-based spectrum sharing can contribute to supporting over 30% of WSAPs,
which have failed to search their operating channel with spectrum sensing methods,
to share the channel owned by the neighboring WSAPs at rather low target SNRs
such as Psnr = 10 and 20 dB.
5.3.5.2 SsrITPA versus S
pc
ITPA
Figure 31 depicts the numerical results of the probability of continuity with the ITPA-
basd spectrum sharing for the time-stationary clients, SsrITPA, and the probability of
continuity with the ITPA-based spectrum sharing for the next waypoint, SpcITPA in
the cases of α ≈ 2.9 and α ≈ 3.3 when MF is 2. Compared to SsrIPTA, S
pc
IPTA shows
increase in 2∼3% for α ≈ 2.9 and MF = 2, and we observe the similar pattern on the
comparison results for the cases of α ≈ 3.3. The increase is around 1% as depicted
in Figure 32. Based on observed numerical results, the comparison of SpcITPA and
SsrITPA, the ITPA-based spectrum sharing can contribute to increase in the success
of channel assignment by assisting around 30% of WSAPs failed in the first search
of their operating channel to share the channel of the neighboring WSAP whatever
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(b) The highest SsrITPA versus the highest S
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Figure 29: SprITPA versus S
sr
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Figure 30: SprITPA versus S
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Figure 31: SpcITPA versus S
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Figure 32: SpcITPA versus S
sr
ITPA with α ≈ 3.3 for MF = 10.
5.3.6 Summary of Theoretical Analysis
As the density of WSAPs increases, the values of three probability parameters, SsrIPTA,
SsrIPTA and S
pc
IPTA, also decrease. The numerical evaluation demonstrates that the
ITPA-based spectrum sharing with clients moving randomly has the highest proba-
bility of success in spectrum sharing compared to the ITPA-spectrum sharing with
the other cases. However, since the differences between them having different configu-
rations of the movement models are a few percentages, we can expect the ITPA-based
spectrum sharing can contribute to increase in the success of channel assignment of
20∼40% of newly-joining WSAPs that have failed in the first channel assignment with
spectrum sensing.
5.4 Analysis of Simulation
For the realistic performance evaluation of the ITPA-based spectrum sharing, we
conduct the simulation that adopts the urban model as the simulation model.
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Figure 33: The simulation model for the ITPA performance evaluation
5.4.1 The Simulation Model
In our simulation model, within 1km × 1km inter-site distance as [46] did, the sim-
ulation distributes 2000 apartments randomly among apartment blocks consisting of
two buildings, where one building has up to 20 apartment units when the number of
floors is 2 while it has up to 200 units when the maximum number of floors is 10. Each
unit is 10m × 10m × 10m (width × length × height), and between two apartment
blocks, a street (width=20m) exists. As illustrated in Figure 33, this model has 14
× 14 blocks with a guard distance, 10m, in the border of the simulation area. For
the distribution of the WSAPs, the simulation randomly selects one block and the
number of floors between 2 and 10. Then, by multiplying 20 by the selected num-
ber of floors, the simulation determines the number of assigned apartments to the
previously selected block. The simulation continues to conduct previous procedures
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Figure 34: The procedures for activating WSAPs in the simulation
for distributing apartments until the simulation finishes the allocation of 2000 apart-
ments. After allotting all apartments, we also assign WSAPs to allocated apartments
and conduct the procedures of activating assigned WSAPs that execute the search of
their operating channel. Figure 34 illustrates the procedures of the WSAP activation
in the simulation. The simulation conducts the same procedures for the activations
of all WSAPs. Whenever any WSAPs discover no more spare channels, they conduct
the ITPA algorithm implemented in the simulation.
5.4.2 Parameters for Simulation
Table 15 shows the parameters for the simulation. The activation rate of WSAPs
(AR) is the rate of the activated WSAPs among 2000 WSAPs that will be potentially
activated. For instance, AR=0.448 means that 0.448 × 2000 apartments have the
WSAPs that will attempt to activate themselves one by one. M has 0 if clients
associated with neighboring WSAPs are nomadic and 1 if the clients move randomly
around the coverage of neighboring WSAPs. In fact, throughout the simulation,
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Table 15: Parameters for the ITPA-based spectrum sharing simulation
Description Unit Value
AR activation rate of WSAPs 0.448, 0.560, 0.700
N number of channels 30
R default service radius m 120
Rc service coverage m 500
Ptx transmit power dBm 20 15 10
Psnr target signal-to-ratio dB 10 20 30
Smin minimum activation time sec 1 hour
Smax maximum activation time sec 3 hours
M stationary or random waypoint sec 0 (Stationary), 1
MF maximum Floors 2, 10
we observed around 100 or 120 detected neighboring WSAPs, which is analogous to
100/A or 120/A of the numerical evaluation as shown in Table 16. Thus, we compare
Table 16: Calculated number of detected neighboring WSAPs during the simulation
M = 0 Max Floors = 2 Max Floors = 10
AR Psnr = 10 dB 20 30 Random 10 20 30 Random
0.448 102 102 101 101 111 112 111 111
0.560 109 105 105 106 118 118 115 116
0.700 108 108 107 107 119 117 113 116
M = 1 Max Floors = 2 Max Floors = 10
AR Psnr = 10 dB 20 30 Random 10 20 30 Random
0.448 103 102 99 100 116 116 114 116
0.560 107 105 106 105 117 117 114 117
0.700 108 106 108 106 115 114 115 113
the results of the simulation for MF = 2 to the numerical results of theoretical analysis
for MF = 2 and α ≈ 3.3, which its expected number of detected neighboring WSAPs
is between 90 and 120.
5.4.3 The Probability of Success in Channel Assignment
In the simulation, we estimate the probability of success in the channel assignment
with the assumption that clients are stationary, which is express as ScawITPA = ((Nts+
Nis)/Ntot), where Nts is the number of success in a channel assignment with typical
spectrum sensing methods, Nis is the number of success in the channel assignment
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with the ITPA-based spectrum sharing and Ntot is the number of all attempts for the
channel assignment. For calculating the probability of success in a channel assignment
without the ITPA-based spectrum sharing, we define ScawoITPA = (Nts/Ntot).
Figure 35 depicts the simulation results of ScawITPA and S
ca
woITPA for M = 0, which
means that clients are stationary, and the open symbols represent the results of
ScawITPA while the solid symbols do the results of S
ca
woITPA. At MF = 2 and 10, the
difference between ScawITPA and S
ca
woITPA is over 20% for all target SNRs. In addition,
the difference between ScawITPA for MF = 2 and S
ca
woITPA for MF = 10 is around 20%
as the difference between ScawoITPA for MF = 2 and S
ca
woITPA for MF = 10 is over 20%.
This difference is based on the fact that WSAPs locating in a densely populated area
surrounded by high-story buildings can suffer from interference caused by neighbor-
ing WSAPs more seriously than the case that neighboring WSAPs as interference
sources locate in the least populated area. As observed in the simulation results of
ScawITPA and S
ca




woITPA for M =
1, which clients follow the random waypoint mobility model, demonstrate over 20%
increase, as illustrated in Figure 36, because of the ITPA-based spectrum sharing.
In addition, we observed that the difference between ScawITPA and S
ca
woITPA for M =
1 is over 20%. The simulation results demonstrate this increase, 20%, even with a
higher SNR like 30 dB. Thus, the previous observations confirm that the ITPA-based
spectrum sharing contributes to increase around 20% in the success of the channel
assignment by allowing WSAPs, which originally failed in a channel search with typ-
ical spectrum sensing methods, to find another channel that can be shared with the
neighboring WSAP operating on the channel already. Through examining the dif-
ference between ScawITPA of M = 0 and S
ca
wITPA of M = 1, we observed the difference
increases as the target SNR (Psnr) approaches a higher one like 30 dB when MF is
10 as depicted in label (a) of Figure 37 although the difference is less than 0.1. In
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Figure 37: The difference between ScawITPA for M = 0 and S
ca
wITPA for M = 1 at MF
= 2 (represented by the solid symbols).The difference between ScawITPA for M = 0 and
ScawITPA for M = 1 at MF = 10 (represented by the open symbols)
M = 1 since the availability of the ITPA-based spectrum sharing with a higher SNR is
sensitive to the location of clients. This result is subject to a fact that a higher indoor
path loss occurs at the area of higher stories so that it contributes to more chances
according to the movement of the WSDs inside buildings [41]. However, the simula-
tion results of the ITPA-based spectrum sharing demonstrate a similar performance
between different mobility models within only 10% difference.
5.4.4 The Probability of Success in Service Continuity
During the simulation, we also estimate the number of success that the ITPA algo-
rithm succeeds in finding an affordable channel for the ITPA negotiation and then
calculate the probability of success in the ITPA negotiation, which is expressed as
SITPA = the number of success / all attempts of conducting the ITAP algorithm.
Then, we estimate the probability of service continuity over the overlapped activa-
tion time between two WSAPs, ScITPA, by calculating the expected average of SITPA
during the overlapped time between two WSAPs sharing the same channel. Figure
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38 depicts the simulation results of SITPA and S
c
ITPA for M = 0. At MF = 2, SITPA is
between 65% and 85% while SITPA for MF = 10 is between 0.70 and 0.91 as depicted
in labels (a) of Figure 38(a) and Figure 38(b). Those results mean that over 60% of
all attempts of the ITPA negotiation can be succeeded, and as depicted in labels (b)
of Figure 38(a) and Figure 38(b), over 30% up to 45% WSAPs of WSAPs initially
failed in the first channel search can continue to operate on the sharing channel by
still providing a reasonable service quality. In addition, as previously observed, the
ITPA with a higher SNR like 30 dB can achieve a certain level of SITPA and S
c
ITPA
like 30% and 65% respectively.
However, we observed that ScITPA with MF = 10 is less than S
c
ITPA with MF =
2, which is opposite to the results observed in Figure 28 and Figure 30. According to




ITPA with MF = 10
are greater than the numerical results of them with MF = 2. We believe that these
opposite results are based on the following reason. Since we suspect that the distance
of lth nearest neighboring WSAP will be different according to MF, we calculate
the average distance of all neighboring WSAPs at every activated WSAP during the
simulation. As depicted in Figure 39, the average distance of the lth neighboring
WSAP with MF = 10 is less than the average distance with MF = 2. which means
that the path loss with MF = 10 will experience less decrease than the path loss
with MF = 2. These results explain why ScITPA with MF = 10 is greater than S
c
ITPA
with MF = 2. In theoretical analysis, we apply the pdf of the lth nearest neighbor
defined in [45] in the calculation of the formulas used for the numerical evaluation
regardless of what MF is. In addition, we randomly choose the number of floors
between two WSAPs. Thus, in our theoretical analysis, the path loss with MF = 10
will be greater than the path loss with MF = 2, which results in the opposite results
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Figure 38: SITPA and S
c
ITPA for M = 0
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Figure 39: The average distance of neighboring WSAPs with AR = 0.448
Now, with ScITPA, we can calculate the probability of the real success in channel
assignment, S
′
ca, which is expressed as S
′
ca = (Nts+Nis×ScITPA)/Ntot. Calculating S
′
ca
aims to the extent to which the ITPA-based spectrum sharing can really contribute to
the success of two WSAPs in serving their clients successively over their overlapped
activation time. As depicted in labels (a) and (b) of Figure 40, we observed decrease
less than 13% in Sca, but S
′
ca is still greater than S
ca
woITPA. For instance, S
ca
woITPA
observed in Figure 35(a) and Figure 36(a) is less than 70% while S
′
ca is greater than
70%. As previously we observed that no big difference between Sca for M = 0 and Sca
for M = 1, we observed the same result about the difference between SITPA for M =
0 and SITPA for M = 1 as depicted in labels (a) and (b) of Figure 41. After the AR
= 0.560, which is approximately analogous to 90/A of the numerical evaluation, the
difference increases less than 0.05. In addition, the maximum difference as depicted
in label (b) of Figure 41 is less than 0.10. Thus, the results of the simulation confirm
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Figure 40: The probability of real success in channel assignment with M = 0 and
MF = 2
mobility models adopted in the simulation and the theoretical analysis.
5.4.5 Comparison of SpcITPA and S
c
ITPA
As described in the beginning of the simulation, on the results of all simulation cases,
we have the calculated average number of detected neighboring WSAPs for N = 30
that is around 100 or 120, which is analogous to the cases of defining three ARs such
as 90/A and 120/A in the theoretical analysis. By checking the difference between
ScITPA and S
pc
ITPA, we observed that the difference is less than 0.10 as depicted in
Fig. 42, where the open symbols represent SpcITPA while the solid symbols do S
c
ITPA.
This means that the simulation and the theoretical analysis confirm that the ITPA-
based spectrum sharing can assist over 65% of WSAPs initially failed to find their
operating channel using spectrum sensing to find shareable channels and over 30% of
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5.4.6 Summary of Simulation
The simulation results confirm that the ITPA-based spectrum sharing contributes to
increase in the success of the channel assignment over 20%, compared to the channel
assignment without the ITPA-based spectrum sharing. In addition, the analysis
demonstrates that the ITPA-based spectrum sharing can contribute to the another
chance to 20% of newly-joining APs failed in the first channel assignment to operate
on the sharing channel during the overlapped activation time with their neighboring
WSAPs. We observed the similar performance on both types of mobility models,
with the stationary clients and with the clients moving randomly.
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we propose the ITPA algorithm and ITPA-based spectrum shar-
ing, and for the performance evaluation of the ITPA-based spectrum sharing, we
apply random waypoint mobility model with multiple combinations of the indoor-to-
outdoor, or the outdoor-to-indoor path loss models between a newly-joining AP and
a neighboring AP. We define the formulas for performance evaluation by applying
two types of mobility models, a stationary mode and a random movement model,
and then conduct the numerical evaluation and the simulation with practical wireless
environments as the combination of indoor and outdoor environments. We conduct
the comparison between the results of the numerical evaluation and the simulation to
verify the performance of the ITPA-based spectrum sharing numerically and practi-
cally.
On the analysis of the numerical results and the simulation results, we observed
using the ITPA-based spectrum sharing, over 20% of newly-joining WSAPs originally
failed in the first channel search can afford to continue their service during their
overlapped activation time with the neighboring WSAP sharing the same channel.
On whatever wireless environments having a different number of available channels
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or a different mean activation time of WSAPs, with the cooperation between WSAPs
and the assistance of the RRM server, we expect the ITPA-based spectrum sharing
can assist the newly-joining WSAPs to find any shareable channels through the ITPA




The objective of this dissertation is to propose the cross-layer spectrum management
architecture for white space applications that improves the performance the main
functions of the spectrum management.
In the proposed cross-layer architecture, white space network devices such as white
space devices and the spectrum map server cooperate to support the extended spec-
trum map, the inter-cell transmit power adaptation, and the frequency-domain coex-
istence beacon as illustrated in Figure 43. Upon the cross-layer architecture, firstly,
white space devices (WSDs) achieve a faster search and higher accuracy in spec-
trum sensing with the extended spectrum map, the extended DHCP, and the FCB.
Secondly, WSDs achieve the precise selection of their operating channel in spectrum
decision with the extended spectrum map and the ITPA. In spectrum sharing, thirdly,
the collaboration-based spectrum sharing with the ITPA achieve more accommoda-
tion of WSDs by increasing the number of channels shared between WSDs. Finally,
WSDs with the FCB and the extended spectrum achieve effective spectrum mobility
by obtaining the occupancy-status of channels precisely. Figure 44 illustrates the
extent to which proposed schemes work during the activation time of one WSD. This
dissertation has the followings contributions.
• the proposed cross-layer architecture for the spectrum management of white
space provides the open interface that enables white space network devices to
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design cooperative spectrum management schemes. Based on the architecture,
the extended spectrum is capable of managing the occupancy-status of channels
, and the performance evaluation demonstrates that WSDs with the extended
spectrum map achieve a faster execution in spectrum sensing and less interfer-
ence to neighbors.
• the proposed extended DHCP, which aims to achieve a faster retrieval of the
spectrum map, contributes to increase in the number of activated WSDs by
decreasing the estimated time for the connection establishment to white space
networks. The performance evaluation confirms that the capacity of white space
networks increases when WSDs retrieve the spectrum map in the middle of the
DHCP operations.
• the proposed FCB, which aims to not only improve the probability of detection
in spectrum sensing but also support channel bonding or aggregation, con-
tributes to increase in the utilization of white space by accommodating more
WSDs as the performance evaluation demonstrates.
• the proposed ITPA-based spectrum sharing framework, which aims to assist
WSDs initially failed to search unoccupied channels to find shareable chan-
nels with neighboring WSDs, contributes to success in the search of shareable
channels on some of the WSDs failed in the first channel assignment. The
performance evaluation demonstrates that about 30% of the WSDs can have a
chance, over 60%, in the success of the channel assignment with the ITPA.
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Figure 44: The example of the cross-layer spectrum map management
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